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Abstract
Spatially distribut ed subsurface soil moisture dataset with suitable tem poral scale are
needed for a better understa nding of the mechanisms respon sible for the recurrent
drought outbreak s over the Cana dian Prairie. However. there are no soil moisture data at
depths exceeding a few centimeters over the Canadian Prairie sub-catchments thereby
placing enormou s constraints on the feasibility of studies that rcqu ire such information.
Hence, this thesis explores the use ofa physically based , spatiallydi stributedhydrologic
model in reprodu cing the pattem s of the spatial and tempora l distribut ion of soil moisture
over the drou ght-p rone 13,000 km' Upper Assiniboine River Basin (UARB) in the
Canadian Prairie. Prior to mak ing any inference s on the spatial and temporal dynamic s
of the simu lated subsurface soil moisture over this large domain, a necessary requirement
was to validate the model ' s simulated output of other hydrologic variables. These
validations were accomplished using observ ed measureme nts of streamflow, snow depth,
moisture storage chan ge from geo logical weighing Iysimeters and estimates of the total
water storage from the Gravit y Recovery And Climate Exper iment (G RACE) remote
sensing satellite system . After an assessment of the simulated outputs from the Variab le
Infiltration Capaciry (V IC) model, which were found to be of acce ptable quality, this
thesis thereafter focused on assessing the spatial distributi on of the subsurface soil
moisture ove r the large catchment. Therefore, in the first case study undertaken in this
thesis, it was demo nstrated that with a structurally sound mode l (one equipped with
adequate land surf ace parameteri zati on) such as the VIC model, it is possible to generate
soil moisture da tasets at diff erent spatial and tem poral scales for use in areas such as the
Canadian Prairi e and other geo logically complex terrains where observed soil moisture
measurement s are lackin g.

Furthermore, retrieval of the terrestrial moisture storage dataset from the Gravity

Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite remote sensing system is possible
when the catchm ent of interest is of large spatial scale. Thesedatasetareofpararnount
impon ance forthe estimation of thet otal storage deficit index (TSDI), which enables the
characterization o f a particular drought event from the perspectiv e of the terrestrial

moisture stora ge over that catchment. Incidentall y, the GRACE gravity signal over the

13000km ' Upper Assiniboine River Basin on the drought-prone Canadian Prairie is so
poor therefore making the computation of the total storage deficit index for this basin
infeasible. Consequently, the estimation of the terrestrial moisture storage from other
reliable sources becomes imperative in order to enable the computa tionofthe TSDI over
this basin.

In the second case study undertaken in this thesis, simulation of the total moisture storage
over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin was accomplished utilizing the spatiallydistributed land surface model, VIC, which was then employed in the estimation of the
TSDI over this basin for subsequent characterization of the recent Prairie-wide drought.
Interestingly, the resulting temporal patterns in the computed TSDI from the land surface
model reveal a strong resemblance with the same drought characteriza tion undertaken
over the larger adj acent Saskatchewan River Basin, which was accomplished utilizing
terrestrial moisture storage from the GRACE-based approach. In this second case study,
it has been shown that in the computation of the total storagedeficit index over smallscale catchments during anomalous cl imatic conditions that propagate extreme dryness

through the terrestrial hydrologic systems, simulations of the totaI water storage from a
structurally sound model such as the VIC model could be resourceful for the computation
of the monthly total storage deficit index ifn o constraint is placed onthe availability of
acc urate meteorological forcing.

Finally, understanding the memory in land surface processes. such as that in the

subsurface moisture storage has great implication for seasonal weather prediction over a
catchment. Howe ver, given that there are no physical observations of so il moisture at

depths of hydrological importance or measurements of the total water storage, it is
infeasible to undertake studies on land-atmosphere interactions. In the last case study
undertaken in this thesis, effort is focused on estimating the memory in the simulated
deep soil moisture and total water storages over the 406,000 km' Saskatchewan River
Basin (SRB) in the Canadian Prairies. Finally, given the similarity in the simulated deep
moisture storage anomaly and the model-based TSDI, it was inferred that the former
could serve as a descriptor of drought over this large Prairie sub-eatchment .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Water availability in terms of its quantity and quality has myriad implications for the
existence of all fauna and flora irrespective of their natural habitats andhumans,th em ost
advanced of all animal species, need water for multifarious purposes ranging from
domesticthroughindustrialt o agriculturalu ses.W ater availability inm ostre gions of the
globe is highly limited owing to frequent drought outbreaks, which spell harsh
consequences on people that live in these areas. Droughts are complex natural hazards
with multifarious defin itions depending on the location and the usage to which water is
put to in a specific region, hence, it is not uncommon to see people speak of all kinds of
droughts from one location to the other. For instance, Manitoba Hydro,an electric energy
and natural gas company located in one of the Canadian Prairie Provinces (Manitoba)
couldspeakofdro ughtfro mt he pointofviewofinsufficientwater level needed to drive

its turbines to generate electricity for its customers; whereas within the same time frame,
majority of the residents of Saskatchewan, an adjacent Province to Manitoba, would
rather approach the definition of drought from the perspective of insufficient available
water required to support diverse forms of agricultural practices. Whateve r definition is
chosen to characterize the onset ofa dro ught condition in a region, the fact remains that
shortage of water poses a great deal of threat to nature, quality of lifeand theeco nomy.

ln comp arisonwith olhernatur al hazards such as flashtloods,earthquakes and tsunami,
drought occurrences are considered as far lesser threats and thus attrac ts far less attention
in terms of governmen t expenditures

with respect to forecasting and prediction,

committed approach to its science as well as prevention and control. This is so because
dro ught develops very impercep tibly and remains unno ticeab le fora very long time until
its impac ts become very grave and widesp read. This insidiousne ssofdroughtoccurrence
makes it appear less threatening, less des tructive and hence, many governme nts and nongove rnmental organiza tions globally have paid very little or no attention to its study.
Droughts are recurrin g aspects of weathe r and climate extremes as are floods and
tornadoes, but theyd iffer substan tially since they have long durations and lack easily
identified onsets and termin ations (CanadaDRI , 2005).

Effective assess men t of the patterns of the moisture storage in thesubsurfaceprofile upto
a depth of a few centimeters ove r Canadian Prairie sub-catchme nts dur ing drought
episodes and non-d rought periods depen ds on the accurate simulation 0 ft hestrearntlow
and other components of the water budget in this region. However, the CanadianPrairie
is characterize d by recurr ent droughts with wides pread negative impacts spann ingh ealth
thro ugh economic to socia l imp lications. In accordance with IheCanadian Science and
Environmen t bulleti n (2003) , drough t occurrence remains the most expen sive natural
disas ter in Canada and the most recent drought ( 1999-2004) in this regio n eost over $5
billion dollars with respect to mitigating its impacts on the ag riculturalsec toralone. In a
review of natura l hazards in Canada, it was observed that ove r 70% of the nat ural hazards

and over 80% of these natural hazards are drought occurrences of varying severities and

Given that the mitigation of the myriad negative impacts of drought on humans as well as
on flora and fauna can be extremely expensive, unfortunately till date, there is inexistence
of comprehensive water and energy budget studies on the Canadian Prairie to enhance
future predictability of drought. Szeto (2007). Drought studies ove r a region cannot be
adequately conducted without a closure on the water and energy budgets over such a
region. In light of this, the Canad ian Drought Research Initiative network (CanadaDR!)
was set up comprising scientists from various research backgrounds with the key

objective of understanding the physical characteristics and processes responsible for the
initiation, continuation and cessation of lhe recent Prairie-wide drought (Yirdawet aI.,
2008). An agreement was thus reached by this group of scientists that a system of
sustained research was desirable in order to better contribute to future drought prediction
via a comprehensive and effective modeling oflh e watershed.

Moreover, reproduction of observed strearnllow at a number of catchment outlets
corresponding to the Water Survey of Canada (WSC) strearnflow gauge stations over the
Canadian Prairie sub-catchments via deploying different watershed models can be a
daunting task. This is so because a greater proportion of these Prairie catchmentsare
dominated and inlluenced by the presence of millions of small isolated wetlands often
referred to as sloughs and potholes which play significant role in dictating the pattemsof
observed strearnflowat the different basins' outlets. These sloughs have been found to

constitute over 14% of the Canadian Prairie landscape, (Price et aI., 2005), thereby
constituting a source of enormous challenge when attempting to deploy catchment-scale
models to capture the dynamics of runoff generation processes in this terrain.

Additionally, the above-stated problems associated with the dominance of wetlands and
sloughs over Canadian Prairie sub-basins is compounded by the inexactness in
determining the spatial extent of the contributing and non-contributingareas to runoff
generation owing to the ever-changing nature of the wetlands' landscapes. The Canadian
Prairie wetland hydrologic condition have been observed to be strongly affected and
correlated with the effects of climate change as well as the changes in the Ianduse in the
surrounding uplands. Melt water from snow arc received by these isolated wetlands at the
end of the winter season in accordance with Winter (1989), and during the summer
season. the accumulated water in these wetlands gets depleted via evapotranspiration

from the open water surface as well as from the wetland vegetation (Hayashi et al., 1998a
and Millar, 1971). Hence, water input 10 these catchments in the form of precipitation is
mainly lost through evapotranspiration from the wetlands and does not even tually runoff
to the rivers and streams as would be expected in most traditional watershed models. The
storage of runoff by sloughs and wetlands could be of hydrological advantage during
flood occurrence as they are crucia l in slowing down discharge into stream and rivers,
therebyh clpingto reducefloodpeaks(Pomeroye ta l.,2005) .

1.2ThcsisObjcctivcs
In order to understand the dynamics of moisture storage processes ove r a Iargedomain
that is characterized by incessant drought occurrence coupled with the challenges of
watershed modeling due to the topographic complexity arising from the effects of
wetlands storages, a number of different issues would need to be addressed. However,
this thesis aims to address the following important objectives as they relate to the
Canadian Prairie sub-catchments during anomalously dry periods as well as for nonn al

•

Undertake a comprehensive water and energy budget studies of the Upper
Assiniboine and Saskatchewan River Basins pre-, intra- and post recent

Canadian Prairie-wide drought outbreak (1999 -2004) employing the land
surface scheme, the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)
•

Quantitative ly assess the simulated total moisture storage change from a
physically-based, spatially distributed hydrologic model utilizing total water
storage change estimates from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE) remote sensing system as well as total water storage change
estimates from the areally integrated geological weighi ng Iysimeters

•

Estimate the Total Storage Deficit Index (TSDI; Yirdaw et al., 2008) from a
physically based, spatially distributed hydrologic model over the Upper

totai moisture storage signal is poor. Additionally, to undertake an assessment

of the correiationifanybetweent hem odel.derivedTS Dlwith that computed
from the GRACE technique would be undertaken
•

Employ relevant statistical techniques in the estimation of the inherent
memory in the simulated soil moisture store from a physically based.
spatially-distributed hydrologic model driven with observation-based forcing
over the 406,OOOkm
' Saskatchewan River Basin

•

Computation of the persistency in the simulated total water storage and

in the atmospheric fields of prccipitation, net radiation and evapotranspiration
to ascertain the level of relationship that exists between these variablesover
the study domain; and
•

To quantitatively evaluate and inter-compare the memory in the computed
monthly terrestrial storage deficit index (TSDI; Yirdaw et aI., 2008) from a
hydrological model and that estimated from the terrestrial moisture storage
retrieved from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRAC E;
Tapleyet al., 2004) satellite remote sensing system

I

The underlying motivation for this thesis stems from the comp lexity associated with

I

adequately deploying a watershed model to simulate the patterns of streamflow over the
Canadian Prairie, which is directly linked with the problem of quanti fying the

'"0"' ",0' and non-contributing areas to runoff generation o = c . o o o : : : :
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can be extremely high and espec ially, ite anbe much higher durin g periods ofeconomie
recession as the world faees eurrently , it is of paramount importance to understand the
key processes responsible for the initiation. continuation and cessationofincessant
drought occurrence over the Canadian Prairie. A number of stakeholders ranging from
the government through to the insurance and power-generating companies as well as
farmers are all keen to know how dry or wet the subsequent year would look Iiketo be
better prepared to adapt to the changingelimate conditions.

However, in order to fully understand the processes in the lower atmospheric boundary,
whieh might lead to anomalous dry conditions (preeipitation deficit ), there is a need to
understand the intrieate proeesses taking plaee in the land surface system since there are
strong interactions existing between the land surface processes and the lower atmosphere.
The subsurfaee soil moisture is one sueh hydrologie variable in the terrestrialsys tem that

strongly influences the atmosphere. In recent times, the subsurface soil moisture in the
Canadian Prairie sub-catehments has been adduced as one of the prineipal slow drivers of
the Canadian Prairie ineessantdrought. Ineidentally, given that there are no soil moisture
measurements at depths of interests in the Canadian Prairie sub-basins,itbecomes almost
infeasible to undertake detailed land surface-atmosphere interaction studies in these
basins. In light of these issues and challenges, it becomes necessary to undertake a
research that could help address some of these problems as well as provide important
dataset that could prove resourceful to other researchers working in the Canadian Prairie
to address drought -related issues.

1.4 Th esis Hypothe sis
It is hypothesized in this thesis that given the myriad constraints posed due to
unavailability of measured soil moisture data over the drought-prone Canadian Prairie
sub-catchments such as, in the Saskatchewan and Upper Assiniboine River Basin, it is
possible to overcome this challenge by relying on the simulated 0 utput of the soil water
content from a structurally-sound and physically-based hydrological model such as, the
Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model. It is also hypothesized that the pallems in the
deep moisture store simulated from this land surface model can serve as an indicator of
extreme dryness over the Canadia n Prairie sub-basins.

1.5 Contribution to Scientific Research
There are four main contributions to the hydrology of droughts arising from the research
completed in this thesis and these are;
•

Successful deployment of a land surface model over Canadian Prairie subcatchments, which are heavily dominated by wetlands, sloughs and potholes.

Inexistence of comprehensive water and energy budget studies to enhance future
predictability of drought occurrence on the Canadian Prairie has been a major
concern to the community of researchersworking in this region. Hence, one main

contribution of this research lies in the successful deployment of a land surface
model over the Canadian Prairie sub-catchments, which are heavily dominated by
sloughs and potholes. By carefully calibrating and validating the Iand surface
model over the Canadian Prairie sub-eatchments, new and reliable moisture

storage dataset as well as other state varia bles wi th high spatial and temporal
resolutions are now made ava ilable to scien tists working as part ofth eCanadian
Drought Research Initiative

(Canada DR!) who are charged with the key

respo nsibility of ascertaining the dominant proce sses leading to the evolution.
continuatio n and cessation of the recurrent Prairie-wide droug hts.

•

Developm ent of the Total Storage Deficit Index (TS DI) for Canadian Prairie
drought ch aracterizati on and monitoring.

Thi s thesis has also pioneered the development ofa new index refe rred to as the
total storage deficit index (TSDI) for the characterization and monitoring of
drought episode using simu lation outputs from a hydrologic modeI for smallerand medium -size catchments in drought-prone regions. Thi s is an importa nt
acco mplishment given that the dataset for the computation of the TSDI arc
generally retrieved from the GRACE gravi ty measurements over very large
basins. However. GRAC E signa ls arc generally weak for smaller size catchments

owing to the Jarge spatial scale associated with its coverage. therefo re, inthe
event of dro ught outbre aks ove r these catchments. it is impossi ble to compute the
TS DI relying on the deriv ed terrestrial moisture storage from GRACE . Under this
circumstance. it has been demonstrated in this thesis that such aproblem can be
overcome by utilizing total moisture storage data set de rived from a structurally

•

The use of GRACE-derived as well as geological Iysimeter estimate of the total
moisture storage as additional validation data sources for the computed change in
total moisture storage simulated from the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)

Land surface models have had their internal parameter s traditio nally calibrated
and validated by adjusting them until the simulated hydrolo gic response, which is
usually the simulated streamflow, matches existing historical observed discharge
data. However, it has to be emphasized that accurately simulating a streamflow
record at a catchment's outlet does not necessarily indicate that the internal
parameters of the model have been carefully optimized or that the model
structures are robust enough to capture the relevant hydrologicprocesses over
such a catchment. It could simply mean that the evapotranspiration scheme within
lhemodelforinstance,mayhavep erformedp oorlyinaccountin gforthemoisture
loss over such a catchment thereby giving rise to accurate or near-accurate

simulated streamflow record. A more holistic approach to assessing a model' s
performance would need to evaluate the model' s computation of the total
moisture storage.

This research would be one of the first attempts in using

GRACE-derived as well as geo logical lysimeter estimate of the total moisture
storage as additional validation data sources for the computed change in total
moisture storage simulated from the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model

•

Successful assessment of the deep moisturestorage memoryand its role as a slow
driver of Canadian Prairie drought.

By estimating inherent memories in the anomalies of the simulated subsurface
moisture storage as well as in other hydroclimat ological variables over the
Canadian Prairie sub-catchments , this thesis has further demon strated that the
anomalies in the deep moisture store simulated from the VIC hydrolo gic model
can serve as a better predictor of the recurrent Canadian Prairie droughts than
does any of the atmospheric fields over this domain. This finding is significantin
that it is novel and it corrobo rates one of the underlying hypothe ses of this thesis.

1.6 Atmospheric and Oceani c Indices for Drought Mo nitoring
Although, this thesis focuses mainly on using a physically-based hydrological model for
thc rcproduction of the temporal and spatial pattcms of thc 1999-2004 Canad ian Prairies
hydrological drought from the perspecliveof subsurface moisture storage,it isimpe rative
at this point to briefly discuss different Atmospheric and Oceanic patterns that may serve
as mechanisms for the frequent prairie drought. Most of the discussion in this section is
based essentially on the climatological assessment report developed by the Alberta
Department of Environment for the Canadian Prairie drought . An earlier study by Dey
and Chakravarty (1976) identified the presenceof a mid-tropospheric ridge centeredo ver
the Prairie Provinces, which culminates in extended dry spells and precipi tation deficits
during the summer seaso n.

Similarly, Bonsai et al. (1999) extended this idea by

attempting to develop a causal relationship between the patterns of the sea surface
temperatures (SSn over the North Pacific and the extended dry spells over the Canadian
Prairies. In this later study, it was found that a certain configurat ion of the SST patternanomalously co ld water over an area between 140 and 160· W longitude and centered
around 30"N latitude in conjunction with anomalously warm water ofT the coast of
northern British Columb ia are favorable for the development of a mid-tropospheric ridge
over the prairies . This ridge developme nt was noted to result in extended dry spells and
drought during the summer season.

Moreover, the influence of large-scale atmospheric and oceanic flow patterns on the
Canadian Prairies' weather and climate and specifically on the prairie grain yieldswhich
have been documented in several studies (Handler, 1990; Garnett and Khandekar, 1992;
Garnett, 2002) have shown that, in general, El Nino (La Nina) event s in the equatorial
eastern Pacific are associated with drier (wetter) winter months immediately following
these events and wetter (drier) spring to summer months on the Canadian prairies. This
analysis has also led to a hypothesis, now generally accepted, that El NinoandLaNina
play important roles in Canadian Prairies' agriculture . Also, it has equally been shownin
these earlier studies that rains and grain yields (com in the U.S. and wheat in Canada) are
higher during the summer following an El Nino event whilst grain yields are
correspondingly lower in the summer following a La Nina eve nt.

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) has been extensively studied in a number of earlier
works (Hurrell, 1995; Hurrell and van Loon, 1997) and has been recognized as having a

--~

signiticant impact on tempe rature and precipitation patterns over eastem Canada. This
impact is believed to extend occas ionally into central Canada and eastern prairies. From
several studies to assess the causes of droughts over the Canadian Prairie, it has now
become generally accepted that large-scale drought on the prairies 0 fa long duration (a
few weeks to several months, or longer) is primarily caused by a certa in SST distribution
in the equatorial Paciticand the central and eastern North Pacitic . The Canadian Prairie
drought has been linked to a cold phase of ENSO ora La Nina event in thecentral or
eastern equatoria l Paci tic. An assessment ofa number of studies undertaken over North

Americahave identified weather patterns and anomalies over this region to associated
with the EI Nino and La Nina events. However, it has been stressed that every EI Nino
and La Nina events is different from the previous ones and that these events can and do
produce different and often unpred ictable impacts, depending on the interactio nofthese
events with existing atmospheric flow patterns. The weather patterns and anomalies
produced by a particular EI Nino event also depends on its strength and the way the event
develops over the central andeastem North Pacitic . The interaction of a given EI Nino
event with atmospheric flow patterns can often be analyzed by simply using
representative indices of well-known large-scale atmospheric oscillations and flow
patterns. It is now recogniz ed that these large-scale flow patterns play an important role
leading to dry and wet seasons over the Canadian Prairies.

TheEl Nino-Southern Oscillation is one of the best-known and analyzed large-scale flow
patterns. In accordance with Gan and Gobena (2006), the relationships between
hydroclimatic varia bility and large-scale climate anomalies such as ENSO could provide

predictive skills up to several months of lead time. The ENSO phenomeno n is an interannual source of climate variability with its origin in the tropical Pacific but its impact
extends into the mid-latitudes, particularl y during its mature phaseinwinter (Horeiand
Wallace, 1981). The ENSO index is a combination of the SST and SO (Southern
Oscillation) indices. As briefly stated above, it is now generally agreed that EI Nino (La
Nina) events are followed by warmer (colder) and drier (wetter) winter seasons and
possibly wetter (drier) summer season.

From the areally averaged composite

standardized precipitation anomalies for southern Canada, it has been shown that
precipitation decreases (increases) significantly during winter months followingan onset
ofE I Nino (La Nina) and has a small secondary increase (decreas e) later during the

The Pacific North American (PNA) atmospheric flow pattern is a characteristic and
persistent pattern that contro ls the weather and climate of North America, especially
during the winter season. ThePNA index is defined in terms of7 0· kpa height anomalies
and is arepresentative measure of the mid-tropospheric atrnospheric flow 0 verthecentral
and eastern North Pacific and North America. A positive value of the index suggests a

while a negative value suggests a more zonal flow. These different flow patterns can

Oscillation (PDO) and its associa ted index are derived using several ocean ic indices over
different regions of the North Pacific. The

PD~

maybe viewed as an ENSO-Iike

oscillation exhibit ing inter-decadal climate variability. The PDO index is derivcd as the

leading principa l component of monthly SST anomalies of the North Pacific Ocean
poleward of2 0"N. A positive monthly value of PDO means a warmer SST pattern in the
North Pacific while a negative value represents a colder SST pattern.

1.7 Ear lier Modeling Efforts in the Ca nad ian Pr air ie
A technical committee (Drainage and Flood Control Committee (DFCC report, 2000»
was setup to undertake the simulation ofstrearnll ow generation for the various sub-basins
in the Canadian Prairie using a hydrologic model. This effort was geared towards
addressing issues bordering on the hydrologic impacts of agricultural drainage and land
clearing in the various sub-basins in the Prairie. The committee had envisaged such a
model to serve as a veritable tool, which would be maintained and applied to assist in the
water manage ment decision-m aking subsequent to the study.

The committee setup evaluated and exarnined 15 hydrologic models based on a number
of criteria as to which of the models would be most suitable in actualizing the aforestated obj ectives. Assessed candid ate models include; Coupled Hydro-geomorphic Model
(CLAWS), Guelph All Weather Sequential Event Runoff Model (GAWSER),
TOPMODEL, Flood Forecasting System (WATFLOOD/SPL7), TR-20 - U.S. Soil
Conservation Service Model, Hydrological Simulation Program - FORTRAN (HSPF),
Fourth generation model, Systeme Hydrologique Europeen (MIKE SHE), Simple
Lumped Reservoir Parametri c (SLURP), Minnesota Model for Depressional Watersheds
(MMDW), Hydrologic Modeling System (HMS) - Revised version of the U.S. Army
CorpsofEngineers HEC- l andafew others.

At the onset, a number of criteria were spelt out as to which of the models was to be
selected on the basis of the goals of the study as earlier defined; such criteria included
whether the model was semi-distributed or fully distributed, the continuity of the model
which assesses if the model operates over several days or many months 0 reve nyearsas
required. Further criteria employed were based on how the model handles snowmelt
runoff computation and channel routing was equally considered. Choices weremadeon
the basis of which of the model would best be deployed in the light of the existing data

Research Institute' s (NWRI) SLURP model. The NWRI model is the result of many
decades of hydrologic research and development based primarily out of the National
Hydrology Research Centre located in Saskatoon.

Notwithstanding that the Center's location is in the Canadian Prairiefor overl 5 years,to
date there hasbeen no successfu lapplicationof theSLURPmodeltoa largewatershed
on the Prairie. However, it should be noted that none of the other hydro logic models has
been success fully applied on the Prairie examined by the Drainage and Flood Control
Committee (DFCC). Severa l upgrades were incorporated into the SLURP model (version
II) to better simulate hydrologic processes on the prairie. The three important upgrades

made were: modification to the winter evaporation and soil drainage routines, wind
redistribution of snow during the winter and infiltration of snowmelt into frozen soils.
This upgraded version of SLURP was subsequently referred to as PBS·SL URP (Pomeroy
etal., 1998).

The PBS-SLURP model was then run in two selected periods; 1954 to 1957, and from
1993 to 1996, which are characterized by high flow years. The SLURP model requires
the division of a watershed into aggregated simulation areas (ASAs). Each ASA is then
subdivided into areas of different land covers. For each land cover area, the model carries
out a vertical water balanc e ata daily time-step. The earlier postulation was that any
difference in hydro logic response between these two periods would be attributable to
variation in land cover inco mbinationwi thdra inaged evelopmenti n the intervening four
decades and not to the prevailing hydrologic /meteorologic cycle. Hydrometric data in the
basin were scarce especially in the period prior to the mid-1950s in addition to the
difficulty associated with the acquisition of aerial photography on which to determine the

In assessing the PBS-SLURP model performance in the different sub-basins, the
yardsticks employed were the annual volume, spring peak flow magnitude, timing of
spring peak flow and r-squared values. The r-squared values were computed for each
station and each year using the difference between the daily recorded and
daily simulated flows over the entire calendar years. Moreover, the simulated
hydrographs were also exarnined visually for goodness of fit to the recorded daily flows
placing high emphasis on a good fit during the spring runoff period ratherthan at other
times during the years.

Based on a thorough review of the results of each test for the individual stations, the

DFCC's opinion was that the model was not sufficiently reliab le to form conclusions as
to the effect or impacts of land cover change on the basin' s hydrology. The results
obtained from the models could not address the impacts of agricultu ral drainage on peak
flows and flow volumes in the Assiniboine River. SLURP performed well though postcalibrationandverification stagesin afe w ofthe sub-basinsbut yielded unreliable results
in the sensitivity-testing phase.

1.8 Or ganizati on of Th es is
The subsequent chapters are organized based on the obje ctives spelt 0 utfor this thesis
and the content of each chapter is summarily outlined here.
• Chapter 2 details the various methodologies and assoc iated dataset utilized for the
research conducted in this thesis. The main physics of the internaI routines of the
land surface model employed are explored in conjunction with the techniques
involved in the retrieval of the total moisture storage from satelIite and geological

lysimeterme asurements
•

Chapter 3 is reproduced from an accepted article in the Journal of Hydrology,
which explores the validation of the employed hydrologic model usingmultiple
data sources. The simulated soil moisture dataset from the model are subsequently
assessed for periods pre-, intra- and post recent Canadian Prairie drought
outbreak. Full reference to this chapter can be found in: Agbo ma C.O. and
Yirdaw, S.Z. 2010 : Moisture Storage Patterns Derived from a Hydrologic Model
Validated with Output s from GRACE and Deep Well Observations. ASCE
Journal of Hydrologic Engineering. Under Review.

•

Chapter 4 is reproduced from a published artic le in the Journal of Hydrologyand
is geared towards the development ofa drought characteriza tion and monitoring
index ove r two Canadian Prairie sub-catchments. Full reference to this chapter
can be found in: Agbo ma C.O., Snelgrove, K.R. and Yirdaw, S.Z. 2009:
Intercompari son of the Total Storage Deficit Index in two Canadian Prairie
Catchments. Journalof Hydrology,10 . IOI6/j.jhydroI.2009 .06.034.

•

The content of chapter 5 is reproduced from a submitted manuscript to the Journal
of Hydrology and focuses on the estimation of the memory in the time series of
the simulated subsurface moisture storage as well as those from different
hydroclimatological varia bles over a large Prairie catchment. Comp letereference
can be found in: Agboma, C.O., Yirdaw, S.Z., Lye, L.M., 2010. Memory
Estimation in the Simulated Moisture Storages and other Hydroclimatological
Variables over a Drought -Prone Canadian Prairie Catchment. Submitted to
Journal of Hydrology.

•

Chapter 6 summarizes the outcomes from the different case studies undertake n for
thethe sis andprovidesbr iefr ecommendationst o support futurere search pertinent

The methodologies described in chapters 4 and 5 are slight variants from that described in
chapter 3.

Chapter 2
Methodology
2.1 Land Surface Modelin g Using the Va riable Infiltr ation Ca pacity
Model

The Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model (Wood et al., 1992; Liang et al., 1994;
Lohmarm et aI., 1998a) is a common example of the explicit soil moisture accounting
(ESMA) models, which are typicalIy constructed from connected storage elements, with
parametric

functions

controlling

the

exchanges

between

elements,

losses

to

evapotranspiration and discharges to the stream. UsualIy, alI the paramete rs associated
with these kinds of models are etTective catchment-scale parameters, which can be
determined on the basis of calibration by comparing observed or predicted discharges and
gradualIyadjusting the values of the parameters until a best fit is obtained. The VIC
model is an energy and water balance model that has found application as a land surface
scheme in some climate models. This parameterization of the land surface processes

hydrologic cycle such as evapolranspiration, runotT, snow water equivalent, snowd epth,
soil moisture storagea tditTe rentdepths ,and changesinthe totalwa ter storage.

This model parameterizes the dominant hydro-meteorological processes by considering
subgrid spatialvariabilityi n precipitationan d infiltrationaswelIasin its representation
of theditT erent vegetation covers and bare soil. In the 3· layer modeI implementation, the

subsurface is characterized as comprising of three soil layers with N+ I land cover types
in the representation of the land surface. The leaf area index (LAI), canopy resistance and
the relative fraction of roots in the three soil layers are used in defining the various land
cover types when driving the model. Moreover, evapotrans piration fromea chvegetation
type is characterized by the potential evapotranspiration inc onju nction with the canopy
resistance as well as the aerodynamic resistance to the transfer of waler and architectural
resistance. The uppermost soil layer is designed to represent the dynamic responseo f soil
moisture to rainfall events whilst the deepest soil layer is structured so as to reflect the
seasonal soil moisture behavior. Additionally, two difTerent time scales of runofT (fast
runofTand slow runofl) are included in the model to capture the dynamics of runofT
generation from a grid cell or from the catchment.

2.1.2 Evapotranspiration Module
Evapotranspiralion plays a majo r role not only in terms of its instantaneo us impact, but
also in terms of its cumulative temporal efTect on the soil moisture volume depletion
(Todini, 1996). In the land surface model, VIC, evapotranspiration is computed utilizing
the popular Penman-Monteith formulation (Liang etal., 1994). Essentially, three types of
evaporation are considered and computed within this hydrologic model; thefirs tof which
is evaporation from the cano py of each vegetation class whilst transpira lion from the
individual vegetation class serves as the second form of moisture Ioss to the atmosphere
that is computed with the last form of computed evaporation beingevaporationfrombare
soil. With these, the total evapotrans piration is estimated as the integral sum of the
moisture losses from the cano py, transpiration and bare soil components of the land

surface system with the assigned weights proportional to the respective surfacecove rar ea
fraction of each componenl.

The combination of the simplified energy balance equation for a partieular surface with
the equations for the transport of sensible heat and latent heat fluxes away from the
surface form the basis of the Penman-Monteith equation , which is often referred to as the
big leaf modeI. The energy balance equation is expressed as:

H =R . - A- G - S

Equation 2.1

WhereHdenotesthe total energy avaiiable for evapotranspiration,R. represents the net
radiation whilst A is the heat loss due to advection with G being the heat loss into the
ground usuallypositive during the day and negativeat nightandSrepresents the energy
flux into physical and biochemical storage in the vegetation. The Penman-Monteith
equation is therefore expr essed as:

Equation 2.2

In Equation 2.2 above,

A.E = The latent heat flux which is the product of the latent heat of
vaporization,A(=2 .47 x IO'ikg" ).

~g m " s
H

= mms " )

= Available energy

and

E

is

the

evapotranspiration

rate

fi r = The slope of the saturation vapor pressure versus the temperature curve

r

= Psychrom etric co nstant

@6PaK·' )

cp =Thespecific heatcapacityofair

rtl,'c= Estimates of the resistance coeffi cients
e, = Vapo r pressure at the refere nce height z

e J = Vapor pressure at the effective cano py surface
Po = Density of air

For practical implement ation in the interna l routine of land surface mode l, a simp lified
approach is sometimes ado pted to the Penman -Monte ith algorithm since generally in
certain basin s the requ ired historica l data for its est imation are unavai lable. In this
approac h which is direct ly related to that implemented in the ARNO model (named after
RiverAmo),the effects of vapour pressure and wind speed arc exp licitly neg lected and
evapotranspiration is therefore computed using the radiation methodofDoorernbo s et aI.,

Equation 2.3

Ef OJ =Thereferenceeva potranspiration, i.e.evapotra nspirationin soi lsaturatio n
condit ions caused by a reference crop (mmlday) ;

C,

= An adj ustment factor obtainable from tables as a funct ion of the mean wind

fV,"

= A compensa tion factor that depen ds on the tempera ture andaltitude;

speed ;

R,

= Th e short wave rad iati on measured or expres sed asa func tio n of' Rj in eq uivalent

R.

= The extrate rres tria l radia tio n expressed in equivalent evaporation (m m/da y) ;

Ii

= The ratio of actua l hou rs of suns hine to maximum ho urs of suns hine (va lues

evapora tio n (mm/ day);

meas ured o r estimated from mean month ly values) .

The ca lculatio n of R,r equir es both the know ledge of R. wh ich can be obtained from
tabl es as a function of latitude and the know ledg e of ac tua l

n/N values , whic h may not

be ava ilable. When measur ed shortwave radiatio n values, R, are unavai lab le and in the
abse nce of the ac tua l numb er of sunshine hour s, which are needed to ca lculate R, as a
functio n of R., an alterna te empi rical equation can be used which relates reference
eva potrans piration computed o n a monthl y basis us ing one of the ava ilable simplified
ex pressio ns suc h as the one d ue to Thomt hwaite and Mather (1995) to the compensation
factor W,., the mean rec orded tempera ture of the mont h T and the ma ximum num bers of
hours of sunshine, N. This relationship is linear with respec t to temperature (and hence
add itive), and allows the disaggregation of the mont hly resul ts into dail y or some times
hourly basis . Mos t othe r empirical equations are unsui tab le for co m putation at time
inte rval s sho rter than monthl y time steps.

In the VIC mode l' s implementa tion , it is assu med that the infi ltratio n ca pacities, which
are directly Iinked ,to the runoff genera tion and evapotran sp irati on vary wit hi n an area
du e to varia tio ns in topo graphy, soil and veg eta tion . In this context ,the infiltra tio n

capacity is generally employed to refer to the maximum depth of water that can be stored
in the soil column for an incremental area fraction (Wood et al., 1992).

The schematic diagram in Figure 2.1 is a representation of the fast runofTgeneration
function as well as the moisture storage within a catchment in the VIC model. The curved
function depict s the distribution of local total storage capacities in the basin. As rainfall
is added to the catchment, more and more of the storage capacities get fill and once these
are filled, any excess rainfall in that part of the catchment is assumed to become fast
runoff (Beven, 2000). In between consecutive precipitation events, it is assumed thatall
the storage gradually drain, thereby setting up the antecedent conditions prior to the next

w -"'n.~-(I-xPJ

Figure 2.1: Runoff generation mechanism within a grid cell as implemented in the VIC

mode l (modified from Todini , 1996).

As shown in Figure 2.1, the expression for the eumulative distribut ion of the elementary
area soil moisture at saturation is given as;

Equation 2.4

Where;

w is the elementaryareasoil moisture at saturation and

W m

denotesthe maximumsoil

moisture possib le inanyc1ementary area of the catchment.

Equatio n 2.5

In Equation 2.5 above, x represents the proport ion of the pcrviousarea at satura tion
where S -S/ is the generic surface area at saturation with ST - S/ repre senting the
pcrviousarcaovertheeatchment.

Alternative ly, if Figure 2. 1 is redrawn and labeled as shown in Figure 2.2, A, represents
the proportion or fracti on of the grid whose infiltrati on capacities are filled, which in
turns means that A, deno tes the proportion of the catchment that is saturated when the
soil moisture storage is the depth W• . Durin g aprecipitation event, the fraction A, will
generate direet runoff whil st the infiltration capacity i. represents the maximum
infiltration capaci ty for the saturated fraction. The initial soil moisture storage H', is the
arcallyi ntegra tedi nfiltration capacity fromzero toi. which is the area to the right of the

infiltralioncurvefromthehorizontalintercept ati" asdepi ctedinFigure2 .2.

As
Fraction of the grid/catchment
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram showing the runoff and infiltration relationships as a
function of grid wetness and infiltration capacity (After: Wood et aI., I992)

Therefore, for a precipitation amount over the basin, which occurs during the time period
and with initial soil moisture storage, the amount of the precipitation thatinfiltrates islh e
areally integrated intiltration capacity;

Equation 2.6

The remainder of this is the amount that is contributing to the direct runoff, which is;

Equation 2.7

The proportion of the precipi tation that are retained as storage in the so iI as well as those
that runoff to the next grid cell orto the catchmen t outlet as the case may be are depict ed
respectivel y as IlW.andQJ inFi gure 2.2.H ence,thedi rectrunoff,QJ is the amo unt of
Pthat falls on the saturated fraction A where the infiltrationcapaci tiesare less than i.
and have been filled ( Wood et aI., 1992). The maxi mum soil moisture storage over the
area expressed as dept h is:

Equatio n 2.8

In Equation 2.8, im represent s the maximum infiltrati on storage capacit y for the area
whilst B is a shape parameter controllin g the form of storage distributi on. Durin g
rainstorm, averag e catc hment rainfall in excess of any cano py interception losses is added
to the uppe r soil layer storage at each time step. The satura ted area is calcul ated as that
part of the catchme nt for which the upper layer storage exceeds the infiltration storage
capacity for that time step (Beven, 2000). Evapotranspira tion is ass umed to take place at
the potential rate for the area that is saturated and at a reduced rate depending on storage
defic it for the remainin g part of the area. At the end of the time step, the upper layer
storage is dep leted by drainage to lower soil water storage. assum ing that draina ge is due
primarily to gravity and the capillary potential and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
in the upper layer can be described asa function of the storage in that Iayerusingthe

Brooks-Corey relation.

Snow plays a cruci al role in the Cana dian Prairie region hydrologic proce sses,s ince it is a
dominant component of wint er precipitati on as well as source of runoff to some of the
rivers within the sub-catchments. In the presence of snow, the model is co upled with a
single layer, ene rgy- and mass-balance snow accum ulation model (Wigmo sta et al.,
1994). At the snow-air interfa ce, the energy exc hange is described by the net radiation ,
sensible heat, evapora tion from the water in the snowpack and sublimation or
condensation, and the heat advected to the snowpack by rainfall, At the snow-ground
interface, zero ener gy llu x bound ary is assumed. Snow a lbedo is determined based on

Melt water from snow can be estimated using both the energy balance and temperatu re
index approach in the VIC model. The snow model within the VIC model compute s the
snow density based on the day of the year. Once the snow is on the gro und,it becomes
part of the snowpack, which is an amalgamat ion of the old and the new snow. Old snow
suffers change s, which are indu ced by added weight (leadin g to den se r packing), freeze
and thaw cycles, and rainfall . Aging of the snowpaek entails a change from crystal to

granular structure with a corresponding increase in density, a change ina lbedo, a move

towardhomogeneous temperature distribution as well as an increase in the liquid-water
content. The density ofa snowpac k is highly variable since the density of new-fallen
snow ranges from abo ut 0.05 to 0.2 g em" with a modal value near or somew hat below
the commonl y used value of 0.1 gem" (Bras, 1990). Consequently, this leads to the issues

of changing snow density, water content, albedo and other characteristics with lime.
Given that this research considered the simulation of snow depth over the Canadian
Prairie sub-calchments and since the depth of snow is strongly affected by its density,
which is known to be variable, the subsequent paragraphs would assess how the VIC
modeies timatesvaryingsnowdensity.

Snowpack density increases with depth and as the accumulatio n season progresses.
Figure 2.3 is an illustration of increased snow density with time for different North
American region.
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Figure 2.3: Seasonal variation in typical snow densities from various geograph ic areas.

(After: Mckay and Thomp son ( 1967))

As give n in Anderso n and Crawfo rd (1964), the following relatio nshi p represents the
reduction in depth of the snowpack due to the compactio n of the snow :

Equation 2.9

Where AD is the change in depth; P is the water eq uivalent of new snow, which is a
function of its density as depict ed in Figure 2.3. D is the presen t snowpack depth whilst
WE is the water equiva lent of the snowpack. Equation 2.9 assumes inc hes as unit of
depth . The same authors parameteri zed the density of new snow as:

PN = 0. 05 + (T./ 100 j; for To > OoF
PN =0 .05;

for

Equa tion 2. 10

To '; 0 .05 ,

Where To is the air temperat ure and the de nsity,pv is in grams per cubic meter .
Therefore, from the Equation 2. 10 and taking the density of water as 19 cm -',the depth
of the new snow becomes;

Equatio n2 . 11
and the new dep th of the snowpack become s
Equatio n 2.12
Where I D and ,D are the old and new snow depths, respectively. The water equiv alent
of the snowpack can a lso be updated as:

Equation 2.13
and the new snowpack density relative to that of water therefore bccomes;
Equation 2.14
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Figure 2.4: Density of new-fallen snow. (After: Gray (1973».

2.1.5 Hydrologic Model Input Dataset
Meteorological forcing required for driving the VIC model can be obtained from the
North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) dataset at a resolution of 32 x 32 km. The
NCEP North American Regiona l Reanalysis (NARR) is a long-term, dynamically
consistent, high-resolution, high frequency, atmospheric and land surface hydrology
dataset for the North American domain. Meteorologica l variables retrieved from the

NARR database consists of the total surface precipitat ion in kg/m' , surface down ward
long wave flux in W/m' , surface downw ard short wave flux in W/m' , spec ific humidit y
in kg/kg, 2 m above ground temperatur e in Kelv in and the magnitude of the verticaland
horizon tal componen ts of the wind speed which are 10 m above the grou nd surface in

Given that the precipi tatio n dataset obtained from the NARR database is especially
problematic and unreliable as input into the VIC model for the simulation of streamflow
at a number of outle ts ove r the Can adian Prairie sub-catchments, it become s imperative to
relyonothersource sofdatain retrievingusablepreci pitationfieldsfor the hydrologic
model. The Meteorological Serv ices of Canada (MSC) provides dai ly data of

precipitation. maximum and minimum temperature at a numberof stations in the
Canadian Prairie , which can be used as forcing variables for hydrolog ical modeling
purposes over this dom ain.

The VIC model need s a number of soil and vegetation paramet ers to describe theunique
properties of the grid ce lls in the basin . These dataset can be obtained from differen t
databases ; for instance, soil parameters can be retrieve d from the 5 minutes Food and
Agriculture Organi zation (FAD ) soil map of the world . The individual soil parameters for
driving the mode l ove r the Canadi an Prair ie sub-watersheds include;percentageof sand
and clay in the soil types , poro sity t/Js (m 3m,3),saturatedsoi l potenti al fPs (m),saturated
hydraulic conductivity K,(m s '). bulk density kg/rrr'

and a host of others which are

derived based on the work of Cosby et al. (1984) . The field capacity and wilting poin t

supplied to the hydrologic model are described as a fraction of the maxim um moisture
where the maximum moisture for each soil layer is the depth times the porosity. The
saturated hydraulic conductivity employed in VIC is expressed in mmlday derived from
the Brooks-Corey relationship for estimating the hydraulic conductivity in unsaturated
flow. Additionally, vegetation parameters such as the rooting depth (total depth root
penetration), fraction of root inth e current root zone,themonthlyl eaf area index (LAI)
and the fraction of grid cell cove red by vegetation can be obtained directly from the
North American Land Data Assimila tion Scheme (NLDAS) domain.

3 arc-seconds Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) digital elevation dataset was

investigated in this thesis. The digital elevation data was produced using radar images
gathered from NASA's shuttle mission. Two antennae receive the reflected radar pulses
at the sarne time; one antenna is located in the shuttle' s cargo bay whilst the other is
positioned at the tip of a 60 m long mast. This configuration allows single-pass radar
interferometry, and consequently the generation ofa highly accurate global elevatio n
model with a vertical accuracy of 6 m and a horizontal pixel spacing of 30 m. The data
covers the entire globe (latitudes 60N - 60S), with downgraded resolution of 3 arcseconds. The I arc-seco nd original data have been made available to the public onIy for
basins in the United States.

Whilst the data coverage is global, some regions have

missing data because ofa lack of contrast in the radar image, presence of water, or
excessive atmospheric interference. These data holes are especially concentrated along
rivers, in lakes, and in steep regions (often on hillsides with a similar aspect due to

shadowing, particu larly in the lIi malayas and the Andes, for exampie).

2.2 Satellite G rav ity Measu rements for Hydr ologic l\Iodeling
More recently, the utilization of gravity measurements have provideda newfrontieri n
the measurement of integrated subsurface water storage change . Changes in subsurface

water storage volumes imply changes in subsurface mass, hence, accurate gravity
measurement s,i n principlearecapableofprovidingintegratedmeasuresofall thesto rage
change componen ts (Bardsley and Campbe ll, 2000). This approach to water storage
measurement has a great appeal in that it is quite easier to undertake gravity

measurements than setting up multiple measurements for soil moisture, subsurface
moisture storage and water table. Since the early part of this decade (March 2002), it has
becomepossibletodirectlyquantifywater storagechan ges attheregiona l scale by using
satellite instrumentation to detect the associated small changes in the regional gravity
field. This satellite mission mounted with high-precision instrumentation capable of
measuring variations in the earth gravity field owing to temporal and spatial variations in
its mass is known as the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRAC E) remote

sensingsystcm.

In order to provide estimate s of the mass anomalies over the entire globe, the Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment remote sensing satellite mission was launched in 2002
(Tapley et aI., 2004b) . These dataset produced from the GRACE mission have coarse
spatial resolution of abo ut few hundred kilometers with a corresponding temporal
resolution of about I month. However, given the coarseness in these generated dataset,

the potential of the GRACE-derived terrestrial water storage for hydrological studies in
large basin is high. Moreover, the GRACE mission has proven invaluable in the
provision of data forco ntinenlal-scale river basin water balance studies. A good level of
agreement was obtained in the direct comparison of the terrestrial water storage (TWS)
from the GRACE gravity measurements (Swenson et al., 2006). Furthermore, by
employing

GRACE

data,

it

has

become

possible

to

successf ully

estimate

evapotranspiration and snow mass (Rodell eta \. (2004); Ramillien et al.(2006); Boronina
and Ramillien (2008); Niu et al.(2 007)).

The preliminary dataset retrieved from GRACE satellite remote sensing mission are
transformed to time series of geopotential spherical harmonic coeftici ents (level 2
dataset) by different research groups at the Center for Space Research (CSR) at the
University of Texas, the National Aeronautics and Space Administratio n (NASA) and the
Dcutsches Zentrum fur Luft und Raum fahrt (DLR) in Germany. These are then
distributed freely up to 120 degrees and orders to different GRACE data user globally for
hydrological and sundry applications. Essentially, the non-hydro logicalgravitational
contributions, such as atmospheric and oceanic contributions plus solid earth tides, are
removed in the level 2 products (Chen et al., 2005a). Thus, the initial step for studying
the monthly variation of temporary change in total water storage entails extracting
monthly variations of these storages from hydrologicaJ reservoirs.

Sequences of 46 monthly variations of gravity field estimates were extracted from
GRACE level 2 data (CSR RLOJ) collected between April 2002 and May 2006 (except

for May, June, July 2002 and June 2003). Due to large non-phy sical variability in
GRACE data, C,o geopotent ial spherical harmonic coefficient was excluded in these
computations (Sitotawet aI., 2008). Moreover, only the first fifteen spherical harmonic
coefficients were used since spherical harmonic degrees greater than 15 are presently
dominatedbyerrors (Wahret al.,2004).The changeinaverageterrestrialwater storage
resulting from GRACE was determined according to the approach of Heiskanen and
Moritz (1967) , Wahret al. (1998) and Rarnillienetal. (2004). Thereafter , an 800 km
Gaussian smoothing radius was employed to derive GRACE-based terrestrial water
storage as this produces minimum RMS (Root Mean Square) residuals over the land
surface (Chen et al., 2005b).

2,2,1 GRACE Gravity Mode l

The global gravity field of the earth can be represented in terms of the shape of the geoid,
the equipoten tial surface that mostly coincide with the mean sea level over the ocean. The
geoid shape (N)o utside of the attracting masses can be expand ed into a sum of spherical
harmonics as given by Equation 2.15 (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967).

Equation 2.15

In the Equation 2.15 above,

o is the co-latitude, ¢is the longitude,a

representst he mean

radius oftheearth, C,. and S,. denote the dimensionless Stokes coefficients for degree I
and order m of the harmonic function. The degree I is a measure of the spatial scale of a

spherica l harm on ic, The hal f wa velength of spherica l hann on ic havingdeg rce la ndorde r
m serves as an approxi mate repre sentati on of the spatial scale and is rough ly20,OOO
/lkm.
The higher the deg ree I, the finer is the spatial resoluti on. The orde r m describ es the
am plitudeof the hanno niccomponent. Thep'. are the normalized associa ted Lengendre
func tions (He iskan en and Morit z, 196 7).

The time vari able geo id anoma ly is useful as it aids the study of fluid cont ribu tions to
gravity field. This associa ted anoma ly can be determined from the mon thly geoi d N(t)
measured by G RAC E and the static mean comp onent No (Ram illien et aI., 200 4)

M/(t) =N(t) -N o

Equa tio n 2. 16

Sev era l mo nths or years of aver age GRACE measurements or any accurately determined
gra vity model co uld be used as the static mean com ponent (No). Ge nerally, it represe nts
the main co ntrib utio n to the grav ity field from the solid part of the Eart h.

Usually, the gra vity measur em ents from GRACE sate llite re mote sens ing sys tem are
ex presse d in geoi d coefficie nts. The bulk of the monthly variations intheearth'sgravity
is as a result of changes in the total water storage of hydro logic reservoirs such as
groundwater , unsa tura ted soil mois ture , surface wa ter includi nglakesan driversaswell
as snow acc umulatio n and atmo spheric moi sture stora ges. Therefo re. in orde r to expre ss
measured mass changes from G RACE in terms of equiva lent wa ter thickn ess, the
approac h of Wahret al. ( 1998) is adop ted. In this approac h, a relation ship is estab lished
between the surface de nsi ty coeffic ients and the equiva lent waterthicknessasexpressed

in Equation 2.17.

C;'.( I)=IV,oC,.(I)
S;'.( I)=IV,oS,.(I)

Equation 2. 17

The combinatio n of Equations 2.16 and 2. 17 results in Equation 2.18 which expresses the
changei n surfacemassasafunctionoftheequiv alentwaterthickness,N"( I).

N"(I) =~~.~P,.(COS( B)~~+k: ~,. (I)COS( m ¢) + S,. (I)sin(m ¢)] Equation2.18
In the above expressio ns. P." denotes the average density of the earth (55 17 kg/rrr' )
whilst P. is the density of water (1000 kg/m' ) and k, is the Elastic Love Number (ELN)
which is taken into consideration to account for the underlying solid earth which causes
additional geoid contribution besides the gravitational attraction of the surface mass and
can be obtained from the work of Wahr et al. (1998).

2.3 Geological Weighing Lysimeters Estim ate of Water Storage Cha nge
Quantification of the area-integrated subsurface water volumes is a diff cul t task. This is

so bccause thees timationo f the area·integrateds ubsurface water volume at a basin- scale

is possible, however, the outcome fromsuch measurements may be fraughtwith errors
arising from anumber of sources (Bardsley and Campbell, 2000). Usually, water-storage
changes for a drainage basin can be estimated as the ditTerence betwee n water inputs
from rainfa ll and wa ter outputs from basin evaporation and river disc harge. Incidentally,
drainage basin es timate of rainfall and evaporation are fraught with signi fican t
measurement errors, which in turn compound the error of the storage change estimate for
the specific catchment.

Weighing Iysimeters are essentially large mechanical devices that possess the capa bility
to record water-storage chan ges in rea! time owing to changes in the weight ofasoil
monolith as it responds to water inputs and output s. This water-storage change
measuremen t has its limitation ; the first being that the monoliths are small in dimension
to be representative of the natural or actual storage changes in the basin (typica lly,
monoliths are a few mete rs in diam eters). Furthermore, this kind of measurement s sutTer
from a great deal of bias arising from thedi sruptive etTects of creating the monolith and
isolating it on the weighin g mechan ism, thereby separating it fromthe natu ral etTectsof
the latera l groundwater flow.

However, by relying on suitable subsurface geological formation, which serves as a
natural weighing device, it is possible to overcome the limitation associated with
mechanica l weighing Iysimeters. A necessary condition is that this formation needs to be
highly isolated from groundwater throughput so as to create a situation where its pore

water pressure suffers minimal impact from any deep recharge. Time-variation in
formation pore water pressures will then reflect only the weight changes above the
fonnation (Bardsley and Campbell,2000) .

These weight changes in a natural environmen t will essentially be dominated by the nearsurface stored-water changes as well as changes in the atmospheric pressure.Forawell
level time series derived from a well that is completed in a confined aquifer, there are two

first of these factors is the barometric effect, which arises as a result of thewell being
exposed to the atmosp here. The barometricetTect causes the well water level to fall as
atmospheric pressure increase and vice versa. On the contrary, a second factor known as
the loading effect causes amass load added to the land surface to resultinarisein the
well water level, whereas, a removal or mass added to the land surface would lead to a
fall in its water level. A rise in the well water level can be caused by a precipitation event
whilst evaporation causes a decrease in the surface loading, thus, resuIting ina fall in the

The amount of well water level change caused by loading change can be quantified foran
elastic aquifer using the loadingcoefficienl,c wherec = I -bwherebisthebarometric
efficiency. The barometric efficiency is a constant of proportionality that quantifies the

degreetowhichlhe gcologic fonn ation pore waterpr essurenearth ewell feels changes in
the atmo spheric pressure. Usually, b can be estimated by a simple comparison of well
water leveJs and the atmos pheric pressure changes expressed as meters 0 fwa ter.

In acco rdance with Bardsley and Carnpbell (200 0),given a time sequence of water leveJs,
which are de noted as

L"L,...L" ,

recorded from a piezometer em placed into a fully

confined formation with an elastic loading response. Also, give n a corre spond ing
sequence of barometric pressures designated as PI ,P, ,,.p" which are recorded as length
unit of equi valen t water depths. Moreo ver, given a condition ofstatic deep groundwa ter
(i.e. no leakage in and out of the formation), Ther efore, the time sequence of water-mass
change on and below the land surface that is weighed by the formation is detennine d by
the relationship earlier developed by Bardsley and Carnpbell (199 4). Thi s re lationship is:

Equation 2.19

Equalion2.20

and S,i s the change is stored water mass which is expressed as equivalent water length

weighed may extendup toh ectares andthe equ ation aboveh asthe physical interpretation
ofan estimated time series of area -integrated mass change as expressed in length units of

Chapter 3
Moisture Storage Pattern s Derived from a Hydrologic
Model Validated with Output s from GRA CE and
Geological Weighin g Lysimeters
Spatially distributed subsurface soil moisture dataset with suitable temporal scale are
needed for a better understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the recurrent
drought outbreaks over the Canadian Prairie. However, there are no soil moisture data at
depths exceeding a few centimeters over the Canadian Prairie sub-catchments thereby
placingenorrnous constraints on the feasibility of studies that require suchi nforrnation.
lIence, this chapter explore s the use of a physicallybased, spatia lly distributed
hydrologic model in reproducing the paltems of the spatial and tempora I distribut ion of
soil moisture over the drought -prone 13,000 km' Upper Assiniboine River Basin (UARS)
in the Canadian Prairie. Prior to making any inferences on the spatial and temporal
dynamics of the simulated subsurface soil moisture over this large domain, a necessary
requirement was to validate the model' s simulated output of other hydrologic variables.
These validations were accomplished using observed measurements of streamnow, snow
depth, moisture storage change from well observations and estimates of the total water

storage from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) remote sensing
satellite system.

After an assessment of the simulated output s from the Variable

Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model, which were found to be of acceptable quality, this
study thereafter focused on assessing the spatial distribution of the subsurface soil
moisture over the large catcbment. Therefore,this study has demon strated that with a
structurally sound model (one equipped with adequate land surface parameteri zation)
such as the VIC model, it is possible to generateso il moisture datasets at different spatial
and temporal scales for use in areas such as the Canadian Prairie andother geologieally

complex terrains whereobservedsoil moisture measurements are lacking.

Deployinganumber ofdifferentwatershedmodelsfortheaceuratereproduct ion ofthe

corresponding to the Water Survey of Canada Hydrometric Stationsover theCanadian
Prairie can be a cha llenging task. This in part is attributed to the largeproportion ofthe se
sub-catchments being domina ted and intluenced by the presence of millions of small
isolated sloughs and potholes, which play significant roles in dictatin g the unique patterns
of the observed strearntlow at the gauged outlets. Watershed modeling over this domain
is further complicated by the inexactness associated with the proceduresforthe aceurate
deterrninationof the spatial extent of the contributing and non-eontributing areas to
runoff generation over the Canadian Prairie arising from the ever-changing distribution of
water in the potholes' landscape.

This region' s wetland hydrologic conditions have been observed to be strongly
intlueneed and eorrelated with the changes in the land use in the surrounding upland
regions as well as by changes in the climate. As noted in Winter (1989), melt water
resulting from snow are stored by the myriad of isolated wetlands in this region and

during the summer season, this accumulated water is lost via evapotranspiration from the
open water surface as well as via wetland vegetation (Hayashi et aI., 1998a and Millar,
1971).

Therefore, most of the moisture input to the catchment in the form of

preeipitationis lost through evapotranspiration from the wetlands and uplands, contrary
to the physical conce ptualization implemented in most traditional watershed models; little
orno runotTreaches the river systems within these sub-basins,

In addition to the afore-stated challenges. the Canadian Prairie ischaracterizedby
recurrent drought events with far-reaching implications on available waterresoureesand
on all sectors of the regional economy as well as on the people living in these areas. As
reported in the Canadian Science and Environment bulletin (2003) , droug ht occurrence is
the most expensive single natural disaster in Canada and the outbreak 0 fthe 1999·2004
drought cost over $5 billion dollars with respect to mitigating its impact on the
agricultural sector alone.

Similarly, in accordance with Wheaton et al. (2005), the

Canadian Prairie provineesofAlberta, Saskatehewan and Manitoba were characterized
by abnormally high temperatures and these in conj unction with below normal
precipitation and moisture-deficient winds, made the summer of2003 one of the driest on

However, a number of processes have been adduced as the principal causes of the

extremeclimatic conditions over the Canadian Prairie, which gives rise to recurrent
extendedpe riodsofdrynessoverthisdomain.Theregional subsurface soil moisture over
this domain is one of these hydrologic variables being currently investigatedto ascertain
its role as a slow driver of the Canadian Prairie drought, The inherent memory in the
poresof soilhasbee n observedtobeconsiderablyl ongerthan the integraltimescalesfor
those of most atmospheric processes (Wu et al., 2002). Again, in accorda nce with Katul
(2007), climate anomalies can be sustained through land surface feedbacks primarily
because they can "feed off ' on this long-term memory. The moisture in the uppermost
layer of the land surface has been observed to control the intricate exchanges in the water
and energy cycle at the land-atmosphere boundary. Therefore, the translation of the
persistence in the soil moisture into persistence in the near-surface atmospheric fields
suchas those of hurnidity, temperature and precipitation is not unexpected , (Delworth
and Manumbe, 1988).

Inli ght of these challenges over a region subjectedt o frequent drought occurrences, the
objective of this study is to quant itatively assess the simulated total moisture storage
change from a physically- based, spatially distributed hydrologic model utilizing total
water storage change estimates from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE) remote sensing system as well as measurement s from the areally integrated
geological weighing lysimeters. As observed in Troch et al. (2007), accurate estimation
of the total water storage (TWS) over a region is of great importan ce for improved water
management, and this holds especially true for the three Canadian Prairie Provincesof

Saskatchewan, Alberta and Manitoba given the recurrent drought events in these regions.
Additionally, this study investigates the temporal and spatial dynamics of the subsurface
soil water contents ove r one of the Canadia n Prairie large sub-basins pre-, intra-and postPrairie-wide drou ght outbreak. Accurate simulation of the soil moisturep atterns overthi s
region would serve as an exce llent source of information for the community of
researchers working as part of the Canadian Drought Research lnitiative charged with the
key objective of provid ing a better understanding of the physical characteristicsand
processes responsible for the initiation, continuation andccssation of the recent Prairie-

wide drought,

The Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model (Liang et al., 1994;Nijssenetal., 1997;
Lohmann et al., 1998) driven in the uncoupled mode was employed in the simulation of
streamflow and in modeli ng soil moisture stores over the 13,000 km' Upper Assiniboine
River Basin in Central Saskatchewan. Incidentally, the total amount of water stored in a
river basin significantiy affects the observed streamflow under differen t timescalesand
thus defines the river basin ' s response to atmospheric forcing (Troch et al., 2007). In
accordance with Mahanamact al. (2008), in order to generate realistic values of soil
moisture and groundwater states over a specific catchment, there is a need to drive a land
surface model with observatio n-based meteorological forcing. This was the approach
adopted in deploying the hydrologic model, VIC to close the water and energy budgets
over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin. Meteorologica l forcing available for these
simulations were retrieved from the Meteorological Services of Canada (MSC) whilst the
North American Land Data Assimila tion System (NLDAS) served as the repository from

which the soil and vegetation parameters were obtained.

3.2 Study Area Descri ption
The Upper Assiniboine River Basin lies within 51.8° to 53.0° N latitude and from 104.0°
to 101.3° W longitude and has an estimated catchment area of approximately 13,000 km'

(latitude 5 1°33'53" N and longitude 101°54'58" W). The Porcupine hills located
northwest of the Preeceville in eastern Saskatchewan serves as the origin of the
Assiniboine River whilst the Whitesand River northwest of Yorkton is its major tributary
(DFFC Report, 2000).

Topographieally, the basin's terrain is characterized by a gentle to moderatelyund ulating
surface with the northeast tlank exhibiting a steeper relief. The ground surfaceis
composed of clay-rich glacial tills intersected by glacial spillways and meltwater
channels. Approximately 300 m of cretaceous shale associated with the Riding Mountain
Formation underlie the glacial deposit The glacial tills and the shale have very low
permeability,and thusregio nal groundwatertlow isminima l.

which the soil and vegetation parameters were obtained.

3.2 Study Area Descripti on
The Upper Assiniboine River Basin lies within 51.8° to 53.0° N latitude and from 104.00
to 101.3° W longitude and has an estimated catchment area of approximately 13,000 km'
for the basin' s delineation with the outlet at Karnsack in the Saskatchewan Province
(latitude 5 1°33'53" N and longitude 101°54'58" W). The Porcupine hills located
northwest of the Preeceville in eastern Saskatchewan serves as the origin of the
Assiniboine River whilst the Whitesand River northwest of Yorkton is its major tributary
(DFFC Report, 2000).

Topographically, the basin ' s terrain is characterized by a gentle to moderately undulating
surface with the northeast flank exhibiting a steeper relief. The ground surface is
composed of clay-rich glacial tills intersected by glacial spillways and meltwater
channels. Approximately 300 m of cretaceous shale associated with the Riding Mountain
Formation underlie the glacial deposit The glacial tills and the shale have very low
permeability, and thus regional groundwater flow is minimaI.

3.3 Total Water Storage Change Estimation Tech niques
3.3.1 GRAC E-Derived To tal Water Change

In recent times. it has become increasingly possible to delect changes in the subsurface
total water storage at basin scale through data acquired from the Gravity Recovery and
Climate Experiment (GRACE) remote sensing satellite system. It has equally been

observed that variation in the subsurface water storage volumes over a catchment is a
reflection of the changes in the subsurface mass. The Center for Space Research (CSR) at
the University of Texas undertake s the initial processing of the raw gravity data retrievals
from the GRACE remote sensing satellite system into time series of geopotential
spherical harmonic coefficients generaIly referred to as level 2 dataset. Moreover,the
level 2 dataset are equally being generated by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) as well as the Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft und Raumfabrt (DLR)
in Germany. The GRACE remote sensing satellite systems essentially consists of two
satellites which are spaced 220 km from each other and serve to detect variationsinthe
Earth's gravity field by monitoring the changes in the distance between the two satellites
as they orbit the Earth. For the purposes of diverse hydrological and environme ntal
applications, these data are thereafter distributed freely up to l2 0 degrees and orders to
numerous users globally.

The terrestrial moisture storage data retrieved from the GRA CE remote sensing system
can be sub-divided into component surface and subsurface storages which includes;
surface water stored in rivers and reservoirs, soil moisture in the pores of the formation in

the unsaturated layer, groundwater, snow and ice as well as biomass. Essentially, the nonhydrological gravitationalc ontributions, such asthose fromt he atmospheric and oceanic
contributions plus solid earth tides, are removed in the level 2 products (Chen et aI.,
2005). Thus, the prelimin ary step involved in the assessment of the monthly variations of
temporary change in the total water storage entails extracting monthly variations of these
storages from hydrologica l reservoirs.

Hydrologic analyses utilizing gravity data from GRACE were not possible prior to March
2002 since the GRACE remote sensing mission was not launched prior to this time,
therefore, terrestrial moisture storage change dataset used for the validation of the
hydrologic model employed in this study commenced from 2002. Given that the Upper
Assiniboine River Basin spans a catchment area of approximately 13,000 km', the
terrestrial moisture storage anomaly signal over this terrain was poor which is not
unexpected given the large spatial scale associated with the GRACE remote sensing
system. In Yirdaw et al. (2008), the authors had generated time varying as well as spatial
distribution map of the total water storage change over Western Canada, therefore,t his
current study utilizes a subset of this generated dataset over the Saskatchewan River
Basin for the validation of the hydrologic model as would be discussed subsequenlly.

3.3.2 Hydr ologic Model Estim ate of the To tal Water Storage Change

Estimation of the total water storage change is possible with a land surface rnodel with
sound internal model structure coupled with appropriate parameter estimation. The
Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model is a semi-distributed land surface model,
which computes the balances in the mass and energy fluxes over a grid cell or a

catchment of varying spatial resoluti ons. Thi s model estimates the lotal water storag e as
the integral sum of the soil mo isture storage, snow storage, canopy storage as well as the
groundwater and surface water storages.

Closing the wate r and ener gy budge ts over a catchme nt can be achieved on a user
specified spatial scale, which can be as fine as a fraction ofa de gree to coarser sca les
(Maure r et al., 2001) . Give n the charac teristic gentle gradien ts ove r the Uppe r
Assiniboi ne River Basin inCentra lSaskatchewancoupledwiththe largesurfacestomge
due to the dom inance of wetland s and sloughs over this domain, it is anticipated that the
partitioning of the moisture inputs in the form of precipita tion into surface runofTand soil
moisture storage can be paramete rized with the non-linear VIC's infiltratio n shape

For this study, this model was driven at a spatial resoluti on of 0.3° grid cells (-32 km x
32 km) 10 close the energy and water budgets over the grid cell scomprising the current
study domain. The unique features of the VIC mode l lie in its representatio nofsubgrid
variab ility in soil infiltration capacity, incorpor ation of mosaic vegetation classesinany
grid cell and preci pitatio n varying spatially within each grid cell (Maurer et al., 2001).
Additiona lly, the soi l layer dep ths were parameterized as being 10 em, 50 em and 1.5 m
respec tively from the surface to the deepes t soil profile with gravity force serving as the
driver of the drainage betwee n the diffe rent soil layers . Moreover , the representation of
theunsalu rated hydraulic conducti vity is expressedasa function of the degree of
satumtion(Campbell,1974). The deepes t soil layer serves the function of generat ing the

baseflow, which is tailored after the non-linear ARNO scheme (Todini, 1996). Similarly,
there is transpiration of moisture from all soil layers depending on the fraction of roots
depths prescribedineachlayer (Woodet al., 1997). Similarly, the VIC model makes
provision for the upward transport of soil moisture on the condition that there is sufficient
gradient resulting from surface drying. The overall approach here is that precipitation in
excess of the available infiltration capacity within a grid cell or the catchment essentialJy

Meteorological datasets needed to drive the model were retrieved from two sources at
different spatial and temporal scales. The North American Regional Reanalysis (NA RR)
dataset with a spatial resolution of32 krn x 32 km grids and a temporal resolution of

This data source served as the repository for the retrieval of the vapor pressure, air
pressure, downward short- and longwave radiations as well as the magnitude of the wind
speed components in the vertical and horizontal directions . The MeteorologicalServices

meteorological varia bles for drivi ng the land surface model. These dataset comprised
daily precipitation, maximum and minimum temperatures obtained from twenty-two
meteorological stations that are located non-uniformly within the Upper Assiniboine
RiverB asin. Since the computation of the moisture and energy budgets are accomplished
on a grid-based approach, it was necessary to re-grid the retrieved observed
meteorological variables into a network of 32 km x 32 km grid cells using the Cressman
analysis teehnique( Cressman, 1959).

An important consideration when mapping the precipitation field into grids relates to the
terrain etTectsindefining the spatialdistribution ofprecipitationespccially over
mountainous regions. Expectedly, terrainefTects dominate thes patial patterns or increase
the variability in the observed precipitation, however, over the current study domain, the
etTeet oft errain on precipitation variability is not so pronounced since this catchment is
characterized by flat or gently sloping topography. Hence, theapplicationof elevation
correction may not result in any significant ditTerence for this specific study and was
therefore not taken into consideration. Moreover, 90 m resolution Shuttle Radar

Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation data was utilized in the delineation of the
boundaries of the basin, which drains an approximate arca of 13,000 Ian' . Catchment
topographic relief is a fundamental factor in current watershed modeling as it plays a
predominant role in the distribution of fluxes of moisture and energy within a basin.
Thus, the gridded elevat ion dataset enabled the generation of input variables to drive the
VIC's routing model for the subsequent transport of moisture fluxes to t he basin's outlet
at the Kamsack hydrometric station (Figure 3. 1).

Similarly, the model requires a number of soil and vegetation paramete rs in its
description of the unique properties of the grid cells constituting the basin. Thesoil
parameters utilized were based on the information retrieved from the 5-min FAO soil
map of the world. The field capacity and wilting point supplied to the model are

soil layer is the depth times the porosity. Also, the saturated hydraulicconductivit ywas

derived from the Brooks-Corey relationship for estimating the hydraulic conductivity in
the unsaturated flows. The depth of snow is also simulated based on the snow water
equivalent and,a llowing for increasing densityof thes nowpackw ith time.

In the Variable Infiltration Capacity model 's implementation, the difference between the
water and energy budget closures lies in the fact that the surface air temperature is
assumed equal to the effective surface temperature in the former. Conversely, the later
employs the continuou s iteration of the effective surface tempe rature to close the energy
balance (Lettenmaier, 2004). In order to assess the quality of the simulated soil moisture
storage patterns from the land surface model, VIC, there is a need to validate its
simulation of some component s of the water balance with available physical observations
over the basin as earlie r stated. The model was driven to close the water and energy
budgets over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin using two different time steps. Closing
the water budget was undertake n at a daily time step whilst a three hourly time step was
employed in solving for the energy balance. The rationale behindchoosing two different
time steps (for the water and energy balance computat ions) was to assess the implications
of different modelling time steps on the simulated streamflow given the complex terrain
over the Canadian Prairie. The 0.3° spatial resolution used for this studywasemployedso
as to correspond to the spatial scale of the North American Regional Reanalysis data
whilst the model runs were made from January 1994 to December 2005 using a one-year
spin-up period.

In order to determine the water content (w)stored within a soil layerofaprescribed
depth at daily and monthly time steps, the expression in Equation 3. 1 is adopted.

~ =-Er (S,I ) + P(I)- Q(S,I)

Equation 3. 1

Where the evapotranspiration rate ET(S,t), a function of storage and time, is simulated
fromt he modclaeeording to the specified intemalev aporation scheme utilizingob served

precipitation and other surface atmospheric variables such as air temperature,radiation
and wind speed which is defined at z -rn above the ground surface. Additionally, the
measured precipitation rate, P(t) as well as the simulated streamflow, Q(S,t) arc utilized
in conjunction with the evaporation rate in estimating the total moisture storage change
over the basin . The computation of the daily Upper Assiniboine River Basin total water
storage anoma lies can be achieved via using the expression given in Equation 3.2:
Equation 3.2

Where So is the total water storage anomaly for the current day, So., represents the total

water storageanOmalY fortheprccedingdaY Whilst ~isthe aVeragedailY Changein
moisture storage for the current day as stated earlier in Equation 3. 1.

3.3.3 Geo logica l Lysirneter Estimate of the Tota l Water Storage Cha nge
Estimates of the area-integrated total water storage change derived from the land surface
model, VIC and that from the GRACE remote sensing satellite sensor require validation
before any deductions can be made with respect to the simulated temporal and spatial

subsurface soil moisture variability over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin. In
acco rdanc e with Bardsle y and Campbell (2000),cenai n fonmations have the potential of
serving as large-scale we ighin g devices for use in the measurement of area-int egrated
water mass changes. These fonmations which are ofte n refe rred to as natural geo logical
weighin g Iysimeters have found application in hydrol ogy as they can be used in assessing
the accuracy of any estimated regional water-mass lime series as well as for the
calibr ation of remote sensing satellite estim ate of the terrestri almoistures torage change.

The utilization of sufficiently dense network of poin t measu rement s of water tab leand
soil moisture is one approach that can be employed in the detenmination of the water

storagechange over a catchment. However, no such measurements are available overthe
Canadian Prairie neither are there measur ements of soil moist ure at depths

0 fin

terest. In

light of this existing condition , it becomes imperativetorely ond eep well observations in
the Saskatchewan River Basin which function as geological weigh ing lysimetersin the
validation of the estimated total water storage change from the hydrological model, VIC
and the GRACE estimate of the terrestria l water storage ove r the larger Saskatchewan

In Southern Saskatchewan where the ann ual average precipitati on varies appro ximate ly
from 350 - 400 mm, a few deep confined aquifers have been observed to act as
geo logica l weighin g lysimeter s (van der Karnp and Maathu is, 199 1).1 n their study, it was

recharge into the aquifer from transient flow. Rather, these water level changes were as a

result of the total mechanical load on the aquifer-aquitard system arising from the
variations in total soil moisture, snow accum ulation and groundwater storage changes.

Interestingly, strong correlation was observed between plots of basin moisture
accumulation, which is expressed as the difference between precipitation and the
estimated area evaporation with the generated observed hydrogra phs for these deep
aquifers. AdditionallY,itwasemphasizedth atthewelll evelfluctuationsob served in the
observation well located in the deep confined aquifers were very distinct and
distinguishable from the seasonal fluctuation associated with the surficial and shallow
semi-confined aquifers.

Subsurface soil moisture over the Canadian Prairie sub-catchmen ts is being currently
investigated as one of the principal mechanisms serving as the slow driver of the
recurrent drought events over this domain. As emphasized earlier on, over theC anadian
Prairie, there are no such deep soil moisture measurements to enable an assessment of
this inherent memory in the soil moisture pores, which could proveusefuI in studying the
regional land-atmosphere interactions. In light of this, it becomes imperative to rely on
nurnericalmodellingto enablethereproduction ofth e unique patterns of the subsurface
moisture storage durin g extended period of dryness as well as during norrnal years over

Dependence on the spatial and temporal soil moisture dataset from a land surface model
for use in other hydrological studies requires calibration and validation of some of its
simulated outputs with available observed measurements. Strearntlow is one of the most

measured components of the water budgets and therefore can provide a partial data
source for evaluating the performance ofa model' s simulated runoffhydrograph. The
focus of this section therefore, is to evaluate the performance of the land surface model,
VIC in reproducing the relevant hydrologic processes dominating the Canadian Prairie
sub-catchments. The simulated monthly times series of streamflow data obtained from
the VIC model after careful parameter estimation are compared with the observed
streamflow records ove r the Upper Assiniboine River Basin at the Kamsack hydrometric
station. Although, a number of soil and vegetation parameters need to be definedfora
successful model run, only six of these need to be calibrated durin g the parameter
estimation phase. These are; the infiltration shape parameterb_inf;; soil depths of the
intermediate and the deepest layers (0 , and OJ); and the three parameters related to the
baseflow computation; Om, Ob and \Vb representing respectively, the maximum
subsurface flow, the fraction of Om, and the fraction of maximum soil moisture in the
deepest soil layer. Numerical simulations with this land surface model to reproduce
streamflow and other state variables essentially rely on the assumption that the other
parameters are known (retrieva ble from available database); therefore these do not
require calibration to determine their actual values. The comparison of the monthly
simulated and observed stream flow records for the simulation period (January 1995 to
December 2004) is as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Net monthly streamflow a: From closing the water budget over the domain
(using daily time step) b: From solving for the energy balance equation (using sub-daily
time step)

As seen in Figure 3.2, there is no significant disparity between drivingth e model at a subdaily (three hourly) time step as against driving it at a daily time step to close the water
budget over the large catchment, therefore, it can be concluded that the tempor al scale at
which the VIC model is driven for this particular study is of little or nosigniticaneeon
the overa ll quality of the simulated streamflow when compared with the observation.
Over the temporal frame assessed, there seems to be a qualitative agreement between the
integrated runoff response at the Kamsaek outlet generated by the VIC model and the
streamflow observation by the Water Survey of Canada. On a closer visual assessment, it

could be inferred that the simulation when driving the model to generate streamflow from
the energy balance approach coincides slightly better with the observed discharge
measurement as compared with the generated streamflow hydrograph resulting from

closing the water budget over the catchment. however. a furtherqu antitativea ssessment
revealed no difference in perforrnance.

The estimated Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) for the complete time series of measured
and simulated runoff was 0.70 whilst the NSE value of 0.90 was computed for the
observed and simulated flows whose values are below the median discharge value (lowflow fit). Moreover, the computed R-squared values for the complete time series of flows
(observed and simulated) as well as those for the flows below the median flow are 0.80
and 0.97 respectively. Given the topographic complexity of the Prairie region coupled
with the dynamic effects of the wetland landscape which often culminate in the loss of
moisture input via evapotran spiration rather than runoff at the basin'soutlet, it is fair to
say that the land surface model, VIC did well in capturing the relevant hydrologic
processes over this domain which can be challenging. It has to be emphasized here that
the version of the land surface model, VIC used for this current study over the UARB
does not clearly incorporate an internal process that represents land surface storages such
as wetlands and sloughs but given the flexibility within the model,it is possible to mimic
the dynamic behavior of the land surface storages by carefully calibrating the different
parameters of the model thereby making moisture available for evaporation. A summary
of the estimated parameters obtained from the calibration of the VIC model over the
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Ta ble 3.1: Estimated paramet er values for the hyd rologic mode l, V IC ove r the Uppe r

Furth ermo re, it is necessary to ass ess the hydrologic model' s perf ormance with respect to
its simulation of the snow depth ove r the studied area. Valid ati on of the VIC mod el' s
output of snow dep th and sno w water equivalent (S WE) utilizing existing ava ilable
observation ove r the dom ain is of high import ance . A part ial assess me nt of the model ' s

performance rel ying solely on the observed streamflow data might result inan ovcrall
misleading conclusi on since observed stream flow at a catchmen t's outlet is a reflection of
the basin's integra ted hydrologic respon se. Snow accumulation and me lting plays a
crucial role in the seasonal water balance since they ex hibit both strong seaso nality as
well as higb spatial varia bility (Kling et al., 2006).

The plot of the long-term mean -monthly simulated snow depth from the model in
conjunct ion with the availabl e station observ ation of the snow depth over the Upper
Assiniboine River Basin is as shown in Figure 3.3. The area-a veraged basin snow depth
record s from the hydrometric stations with compl ete or partially missin g snow depth
dataset was comp uted for the domain and inter-compared with the simulation from the
land surface model , VIC. Over the Canad ian Prairie sub-catchments, there are very
limited observed data of the snow water equiv alent, however, a number of the
hydrometri c stations have long record s of snow depth mea suremen ts, which can be
utilized in the va lidation of the VIC model ' s output. The plot of the long-term meanmonthly simulated snow depth from the mode l in conjunction with the avail able station
observation of the snow de pth over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin is as shown in
Figure 3.3. In this study, snow depth measurements were retrieved from January 1994 to
December 2005 and this temporal length was chosen to enable an assessment of how we ll
the VIC model performed in capturin g the temporal dynamics of snow accumulation and
melt durin g the period of the last Canadian Prairied rougbt.

Computation of the station-averaged basin snow dept h record s from ten hydrometric

stations possessing complete time series of data was made and subsequently intercompared with the VIC model simulation of the 1994-2005 mean monthl y snow depth

measurements over the catchment. These station measurements of snow depth were
retrieved from the Canadian Daily Climate Data (CDCD)

archive

(avai lable at

http ://www .clim ate.weathe roffice.ec.!·c.caD which contains records of daily temper atur e,
preci pitation and snow-o n-the-gro und data for individua l stations upt 02007.

As revealed in the plot o f Figure 3.3, the VIC model simulation of the snow depth ove r
the 13,OOOkrn' catchme nt shares a good level of resemblance with the individually
observed measur ements of the snow depth at the ten respective stations as we ll as that of
the computed station averagecstimatc. It is not unexpectedto observe some apparent
departures between the VIC mode l simulation of the snow dep th and the measurements
made at some hydrometric stations. These deviations maybe altributed to the quality of
the input data (preci pitation field) and the scanty numbe r of availab le meteoro logic
stations utilized in the interpo lation of the precipitation field.
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Figure 3.3: Long-term mean-monthl y snow depth simulated from the VIC model and the
average-s tatio n observa tions

Similarly, a time series plot of the mont hly simulated and the area-averaged observed
snow dept h is illustrated in Figure 3.4 for the period under investigation. Again, the VIC
model performed

acceptably in capturing the dynamics of the relevant snow

accum ulation processes over the Canadia n Prairie. Although,there appears to be some
clear over-pred iction of the snow depth in the month s of January 2000 and Janu ary 2005
by the VIC mod el, howev er, over the temporal doma in under assess ment, there is a good

agreement between the model ' s simulation and the average station observation over the
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Figure 3.4: Time series of monthly snow depth simulation from VIC and area-average

A scatterplot of the VIC-simulated snow depth against average station snow depth
observation yielded a correlationcoefficient ofO .92,which is considerably high whilst
the difference between the simulated output and the observed snow depth measurements
being Gaussian distributed .

1

!laving assessed the VIC model' s simulations of streamflow and snow depth over the
domain, there is a need to subsequent ly explore how well theeomputa tionsofthetotal
water storage from the VIC model compares with those estimated from the GRACE and
Iysimeters measurem ents over the larger Saskatchewan River Basin. GRACE retrieved
terrestrial moisture storage signa l over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin is poor owing
to the large spatial scale associated with the remote sensing satelIite coverage (Agbomaet
al., 2009). It therefore becomes imperative to assess VIC estimated total water storage
with the GRACE-derive d terrestrial moisture storage over the larger Saskatchewan River
Basin for a meaningful comparison to be achieved.

Although, the Prairie-wide dro ught commenced in 1999, the GRACE-derived terrestrial
moisture storage dataset were not available until March 2002, conseque ntly, no
inferences can be drawn with respect to the temporal and spatial patterns of the
subsurface moisture storage from the standpoint of the GRACE estimates of the
terrestrial moisture storage change in the early phase of the drought deve lopment inth is
region. The spatial variability in the estimated monthly total water storage anomalies
from the GRACE remote sensing system over Western Canada is as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Terrestrial moisture storage anomalies relative to the mean storage for
October 2003 (top) and November 2003 (bottom). After: Yirdaw et al. (2008).

The se plots represent the monthl y terrestrial moisture storage anomaliesforOc tobcran d
November 2003, which are comput ed as the deviations from the long-term mean (from
April 2002 to May 2006 ) of the time ser ies of the GRACE estimated change in terrestrial
moisture storage ove r western Canada. As would be expected during this anomalously
dry period , mo st of the sub-basins in the Canadian Prairie were characterized bymonthly
terrestrial moisture storage anomalies, which are well below the mean storage values for
the entire region . Similar patterns were observed for plots of the terrestrial moisture
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storage anomahes madc for the later part of 2002 indicative of the amount of moisture
loss from this region during the last drought outbreak over the Canadian Prairie

Moreover, moisture storage changes deduced from records of deep observatio n wells in
southern Saskatchewan which act as geological weighing Iysirneters are depicted in
Figure 3.6 in conjunction with the total water storage change computed from the
hydrologic model, VIC as well as the GRACE estimate over the region. These
measurements were made at deep observation wells and obtained from the Saskatchewan
Watershed Authority [htlp://www .swa.ca/WaterManagement/Groundwater.asp]. Water
level dataset from four deep observation wells located within the vicinity of the
boundaries of the Upper Assiniboine River Basin were analyzed; however, none of these
wells lie exactly within this basin as depicted in Figure 3. J. The observation wells have
the following geogra phic coord inates; Duck Lake No.2 (52° 54' 56" N, 106° 13' 25"W),
Hearts Hill (52° 5' 3"N, 109° 33' 49"W), Lilac (52° 45' 26"N, 107° 54' 59"W) and Tyner
(5 1° 1' 27" N, 108° 25'27" W).

Figure 3.6: Moisture storage change from the VIC model, GRACE and Geological
Lysimeters

The illustration of Figure 3.6 is quite interesting in terms of the level of agreement
between the total water storage change computation of the hydrologic model, VIC
compares with those of the area-average estimate of the geological weighing lysimeters
as well as the GRACE-derived total water storage change over the domain . Over the
eleven years period under investigation, there is an apparent similarity in the temporal
dynamics of the estimated total moisture storage change from the VIC model with those
from the average well observat ions and GRACE as reflected in the patterns of the
moisture storage change from the three methods. During the later drought period (2002

to 2004). the moisture deficit resulting from the GRACE-de rived terrestrial moisture
change appears to be smaller than the moisture deficit computed for the hydrologic model
as well as that of the area-average estimate resulting from the geological weighing
lysimeters. This apparent disparity between GRACE-estimated total moisture storage
change with those from the hydrologic model and the average well observatio n may be
attributed to the typeand dimensionof the filter radiuse mployedi n the initial smoothing
of the gravity data. On the contrary, the VIC model as well as the average estimate of
geological lysimeters captured the onset of the last Canadian Prairie drought as evident in
the progressive decline in the change in moisture storage commencing late 1999wi th the
eventual recovery from the drought episode indicated bythecontinuous moisture gains
from August 2004.

Since no suitable observation well records are available within the Upper Assiniboine
River Basin whilst the four weighing lysimeter observation wells are located outside this
catchment, thus, a perfect agreement between the VIC and lysimeter results is not
expected. Interestingly, the tluctuating pattems in the moisture storagechangefrom the
lysimeters share resemblance with that from the hydrologic model, VIC over the study
period. Given that these three techniques havedifTe rent spatial scales associated with
their estimation of the subsurface total moisture storage change, it is unlikely that a oneto-one match in the computed total moisture storage change over this very large
catchment is feasible.. In light of this level of agreement between the hydrologic model
estimates of the total water storage change with the other techniques (GRACE and

Geologica l Weighin g Lysimeters), it can be ded uced that the simu lation of the subs urface
moisture storage change from the hydrologic model is of acceptable quality.

Having successfully validated the VIC model's simula ted output of streamflow at the
catchment's outlet in conjunctio n with the valida tion of the average snow depth over the
basin as well as the total water storage utilizing available observation and remote sensing
source, the reistherefo reasufficient leve lofconfidencetomakeinferences with respect
to the model's simula tion of the subsurface soil water storage patterns over this large
basin .

As exp ressed in the introductory section of this pape r, soil moisture data

measurement s at depth s of about I metre and deep er are unavailable over the Cana dian
Prairie thereby constrai ning certai n dro ught studies that require knowledge of the
temporal and spa tia l variability of subsurface soi l moistu re. Equally , the role of the soil
moisture in gove rning the water and energy exchanges at the land-atmosphere boundary
is of great importance and an essential component of the land surface hydrologyover the
Prairie region . Th isconstrai ntposed duetoinexistenceofobservedso il moisturedata
canbeovercomebyrelyingonsimulatedoutputofsoilmoisturecontentfrom carefu lly
calibrated and validat ed hydrologic model with sufficie nt structu re and physics such as
the Variable Infiltr ation Ca pacity (VIC) model, which unde rlies the main motivation for
this study.

An intercomparison is made of the VIC mode l simulation of the monthly soil moisture
content in the deepest mo isture store with the well water level observa tion from a shallow
well located at the Stenen station (5 10 49' I5"N, 1020 24' 36 "W) which lies within the

Upper Assinibo ine River Basin (UARB) . As depicted in Figure 3.7. the onset of the
recent Prairie-wide drought is marked by the continuous depletion in the deep soil
moisture store simulated by the VIC model. which is also apparent in the decrease in the

Figure 3.7: Simulated deep soil moisture content from the VIC model compared with

Moreover. the recovery from the drought episode as captured in the VIC model
simulation from April 2004 is evident in the increase in the measured water level
elevation at the well observation station. This agreement in the temporal pattern
simulated from the hydrologic model, VIC and the water level fluctuations recorded at

the shallow well at the Stenen station indicates how well the model pcrfonned in
capturing the relevant soil hydrological processes within this domain during normal and
anomalous years.

A time series plot of the simulated average monthly soil moisture storage in the deepest
moisture store from the hydrologie model is depicted in Figure3 .8c. Correspondingly,
the cumulative departures for the monthly mean of the precipitation over the Upper
Assiniboine River Basin derived from the spatial interpolation 0 f thes tation precipitation
dataset is shown in Figure 3.8a whilst the observed streamtlow measurement by the
Water Survey of Canada at the Kamsack ou!let is illustrated in Figure 3.8b.
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Figure 3.8: Monthly Time Series Plots of (a) Cumulative Departure s from Monthl y Mean
Precipitation. (b) Measured Streamfl ow, (c) Simulated Deepest Layer Soil Moisture

Thi s tempo ral pattern depicted in these plots as simulated by the mode l is con sistent with
the observed cycle of the last drougbt event over this regio n. A furtherinspectionof the
time series of Figures 3.8 a-c reveals that the decline and subse quent rise in the
subsurface soil moisture store over the entire basin correspond s to a remarkabl e devia tion

in the temporal patterns of the computed cumulative departures of the monthly mean
precipitation time series over this large catchment prior to the drought outbreak and
during the drought episode. Evidently, it can therefore be inferred fromthe signatures of
the time series of the precipitation anomalies that the moisture deficit in this atmospheric
variable (meteorological drought) does propagate through the terrestrial component of the
hydrologic cycle, which manifests in the soil moisture anomaly (soil moisture drought)

The spatial distribution of the average subsurface soil water content over thel3,OOO km'
basin pre-, intra-and post-recent Canadian Prairie drought as simulated from the VIC
model is illustrated in Figure 3.9.

During the pre-drought period (January 1995 to

December 1998) as depicted in Figure 3.93, the moisture content in the subsurface
moisture store up to a depth of about 1.5 m over this basin vary approximately from 32
rom to a peak of about 172 mm with the northeastern flank of the catchment revealing a
higher degree of wetness relative to the other flanks of the catchment.

Figure 3.9: Subsurface soil moisture distribution in mm over the UARB domain (a) Predrought soil water conte nt (b) During drought soil water content and (c) Post-drought soil

However, durin g the middle of the drought episode (from January 2000 to December
2003), the spatial dynamics of the subsurface soil moisture reveal much lower moisture
eontent as eapturedbythehydrologiemodel.Thistrendisexpected given that the last
Prairie-wide drought was characterized by very high temperatures coupled with high
evapotranspiration rates, which led to the drying up ofa number of small streams and

depletion in the subsurface soil moisture storage over the domain. The subsurface soil
water content simulated during this extended period of dryness spans from 11 mm of
moisture storage to a max imum of approximately 66 mm with the northeastern flank of
the catchment showing a sign of higher moisture storage than does any other part of the
basin. Overall, the catchment maximum soil water content during this devastating
drought episode is far less than the average simulated moisture content during the nondrought years.

In the post-drought period as simulated by the land surface model and illustrated in
Figure 3.9c, there is an apparent recovery of the soil moisture store attributed to the
heavy rainstorm in late 2004 and early 2005 that brought an end to the drought episode.
The minimum soil water content simulated by the hydrologic model during this temporal
domain considered is approximately 42 mm with a peak in the neighborhood of about
117 mm over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin. In accordance with Agboma et al.
(2009), it has been shown that the soil moisture anomaly in the deepe st soiI moisture
store exhibits higher autocorrelation over lag times than the precipitation anomaly over
this domain. The implications of this long memory in the deep soil moisture in better
understanding the mechan ism of drought evolution, persistence and cessation over the
Canadian Prairie would bean interesting research issue for future investigation.

3.5 Conclusions
As recurr ent drought outbreaks over the Canadian Prairie co ntinues to take its toll on all
sectors of the Canadia n eco nomy and espec ially on the peop le living in the affected
regions, there is an urge nt need to better understand the mechani sms responsib le for the
evo lution, continuation and cessation of drought event s over this region. More recently,
one of' the domin ant mechanisms being investigated as one of the slow drivers of the
Canadian Prairie drought is the subsurface soil moisture within this domain . Incident ally.
the Canadian Prairie suffers from a lack of physical measureme nts of soil moisture at
depthsofuptolmanddeepertherebyplaci ngenormousconstmint sont he feasib ility of
such studies that requ ire such information.

Seq uel 10 the above . th is study explore s the use ofaphysica lly-based • spatially
distributed hydrologic model in reproducin g the unique patterns of the spatial and
tem poral distribution o f soil mo isture data at desired depths over the droug ht-prone
13.000 km' Upper Assin iboin e River Basin in the Canadian Prairie, Prior to making any
reasonab le inferences on the spatial and temporal dynamics of the simulated subsurface
soil moisture over this large dom ain. a necessary requireme nt was to validate the model's
simulated output of other hydrol ogic variables. These validatio ns were accomplished
using physically ex isti ng observed measureme nts of stream flow, snow depth, moisture
storage change from well observations and estimates of the total water storage from the
Gravity Recovery and Clim ate Experiment remote sensing sate llite system. After careful
assess ment of the simulated output from the Varia ble Infiltr ation Capaci ty model which

were found to be of accept able quality, this study thereafter focuscdon assessing the
spatial distribution of the subsurface soil moisture over the largeca tchmenl.

The temporal pattern depicted in the generated plots as simulated by the hydrologic
model is consistent with the observed cycle of the last drought event over the Canadian
Prairie. Expectedly, the subsurface soil water content spatialdistribution over the Upper
Assiniboine River Basin simulated from the VIC model during the drought years is far
lesserthanthe correspondin g simulated soilm oisture pre- and post-I ast drought outbreak
over the Prairie. Overall ,the northeastern flank of this large catchmen tre vealed ahi gher
degree of soil wetness when compared to other parts of the basin for the tempo ral domain
considered for this study.

Ch apter 4
Intercomparison of the Total Storage Deficit Index
(TSDI) over Two Canadian Prairie Catchments
Retrieval of the terrestrial moisture storage dataset from the Gravity Recovery And
Climate Experiment (GRAC E) satellite remote sensing system is possible when the

catchment of interest is ofl arge spatiaJ scale. These dataset are of paramount importance
for the estimation of the total storage deficit index (TS Dl), which enables the
characterization ofa particular drought event from the perspective of the terrestrial
moisture storage over that catchment. Incidentally, the GRACE gravity signal over the
13000 kIn' Upper Assiniboine River Basin on the drought-prone Canadian Prairie is so
poor therefore making the computation of the total storage deficit index for this basin
infeasible. Consequently, the estimation of the terrestrial moisture storage from other
reliable sources becomes imperative in order to enable the compu tation of the TSDl over

This chapter explores the utilization of the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model, a
physically based, spatially distributed hydrologic model to simulate the total moisture
storage over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin which was then employed in the
estimation of the TS Dl over this basin for subsequent characterization of the recent
Prairie· wide drought.lnterestingly, the temporal pattems in the computed TSDl from the
VIC model reveal a strong resemblance with the same drought characterization

undertaken over the larger adjacent Saskatchewan River Basin, which was accomplished
utilizing terrestrial moisture storage from the GRACE-based approach. Additionally,
these independent techniques employed in the characterization of the last Prairie drought
over the two adjacently situated basins resulted in similar drought severity classification
from the standpoint of the total moisture storage de ficits over these basins. This study has
therefore shown that in the computati on of the total storage deficit index over small-scale
catchments during anoma lous climatic conditions that propagate extre me dryness through
the terrestrial hydrologic systems, simulations of the total water storage from a
structurally sound model such as the VIC model could be resourceful for the computation
of the monthly total storage deficit index ifnoconstraint is placed on the availability of
accurate meteorological forcing.

Integrated watershed moisture storage derived from the Gravity Recovery And Climate
Experiment (GRAC E) satellite remote sensing system has recently been advocated as a
better surrogate for the deficiencies associated with the estimation of the integrated
catchment moisture storage simulated from traditional land surface models (Yirdaw et al.,
2008). These deficie ncies in computed watershed storage were essentially attributed to
the way in which these land surface models transport moisture and energy between the
internal models ' stores by relying on physically based transfer laws and conservation
equations. Moreover, utilization of GRACE-derived integrated water storage was further
emphasized on the prernise that there is non-uniqueness in the approach with which land
surface model generate strearnllow hydrographs. So many studies have demonstratedt he

capabilities of watershed models in the simulations of difTerent hydrological processes
over a catchment. The focus of this study is to ascertain how well the simu lation of the
total water storage from a hydrologic model over a basin compares with that retrieved
from a remote sensing system over an adjace nt basin through the computation ofa
moisture storage index. Characterizing the last Canadian Prairie dro ught employing
terrestrial moisture storage estimated from hydrologic and remote sensing sources of
varying spatial scales are of interest to scientists working as part of the Canadian Drought
Research initiative (Canada DRI).

The Upper Assiniboine and Saskatchewan River Basins are medium- and large-scale
catchments respectively located on the drought-prone Canadian Prairie. Extreme weather
condition in the form of drought over the Prairie region are quite recurrent and are
associated with devasta ting conseq uences on the region's agricu ltural practices, national
economy and on the health of the people Jiving in this region. As reported in the
Canadian Science and Environmen t bulletin (2003), drought occu rrence is the most
expensive single natural disaster in Canada and the outbreak of the 1999-2004 drought
cost over $5 billion dollars with respect to mitigating its impact on the agricultural sector
alone.

Similarly, in accordance with Wheaton et at. (2005), the Canadian Prairie

provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba were characterized by abnormally
high temperatures and these in conjunction with below normal precipitation and

this sarne year was recorded as the driest in the up lying province of British Columbia
where the precipitation was so minimal and infrequent ly distrib uted temporally. The

resultant etTects of these led to the drying up of small rivers whilst flow in the averagesized rivers wasso low that itcould notsupporte ven thesmallest fishes.Coupledwith
these, this acute drought event led to an abnormal drop in the groundwater level over this

region.

Therefore, the essence of this study is to estimate the Total Storage Deficit [ndex (TSDl )
from a physically based, spatially distributed hydrologic model ove r the Upper

moisture storage signal is poor. This is not unexpected since Rodell and Famiglietti
(1999) have demonstrated that the gravity data from GRACE becomes resourceful on a
spatial scale when the catchment being studied is large (> 150 000 km' ). This in part is
due 10 the coarseness of the spatia! resolution of the GRACE remote sensing satellite.
Subsequently,an assessment of thecorrelation if any between the model-derivedTSDl
with that computed from the GRACE technique would be undertaken. The tota! water
storage from the GRACE-based technique was validated using the atmospheric-based PE computation of the terrestrial moisture storage over the larger Saskatchewan River
Basin also located on the Canadian Prairie. Spatially distributed totalwater storage is a
vital hydrological variable that can be used for comprehensive drought studies since
drought characterizatio n is possible if available stored moisture in the soil can be
measured or accuratel y estimated. The applicability and utilization of GRACE-derived
terrestrial moisture anomalies for hydrological applications is apparent in the works of
Rodell and Famiglietti (2002) , Rodell et al. (2004), Tapley et al. (2004), Yeh et al.
(2006),Sy ede ta l.( 2005 & 2007) and Boronina and Rarnillien (2008). Moreover, Rodell

and Famiglietti (1999) emph asized how the gravity data from the GRACE remote sensing
satellite could be empl oyed as a constraint for the simulated total water storage in the
land surface models when combined with subsurface soil moisture storage and changes in
the groundwater in conjun ction with the intenned iate zone storages.

The GRACE remote sensing sate llite mission platform was origi nally launched in March
2002 to measure, among other things, the gravitational field of the earth. It is the first
remote sensing satellite mission that is directly applicable for the assessment of the
integratedsubsurface moisture storage undera ll typesof terrestrialco nditions (Tapley et
aI., 2004). Over its life span, these orbiting satellites have generatedti me serieso f mass
changes of the earth-atmo sphere system. Ona long-term basis, this will yield a highly
refined picture of the earth' s gravitational fields, which arc indicative of the distribution
of the global mass variations. Usually, for hydrologicala pplications, theemphasisison
capturing the month-to-month variations in the earth's gravity fields, which are then
transformed into integrated values of a watershed's total water storages. The GRACE
generated geopotent ial spherical harmonic coefficients are variables of interest, which are
subsequently converted to produce a basin's spatially varying time series of integrated
subsurface moisture storage. These spatial estimates are then converted to water
equivalent amounts and are therefore inter-compared with the monthly estimatesofthe
basin' s total water storage derived from traditional in-situ measurements and
hydrological model outputs.

The three-layer Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model (Lianget al., 1994; Nijssene t
aI., 1997; Lohmann et aI., 1998) driven in the uncoupled (offline) mode was employed in
the simulationofstreamflowandinmodeling soilmoisture storeuptoadepth ofabout
1.5 metres over the 13,000 km' Upper Assiniboine River Basin. In accordance with
Mahanama et al. (2008), in order to generate realistic values of soil moisture and
groundwater states over a specific catchmen t, there is a need to drive a land surface
model with observation-based meteorologica l forcing. This was the approach adopted in
deploying the hydrologic model, VIC to close the water budget over the Upper
Assiniboine River Basin. Meteorological forcing available for these simulations were
retrieved respectively from the Meteorological Services of Canada (MSC) whilst the
North American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS) served as the repository from
which the soil and vegetation parameters were obtained.

Streamflow simulation with a hydrological model over the Canadian Prairie basins is
compounded by the presence of thousands of small isolated wetlands and sloughs that
dominateth e basins' topography and usually serve as depression storage over this terrain.
Consequently, the determination of the spatial extent of the contributing andnoncontributing areas to runoff generation becomes an increasingly challenging task. The
wetland hydrologic condition s have been found to be strongly linked and correlated by
the effects of climate change as well as variations in the land use in the surrounding
uplands. During the winter season, snowmelt water is transported and stored in these
isolated wetlands and in the surnmer season, the accurnulated water in these wetlands'
storages gets depleted through evapotranspiration from the open water surface as well as

from the wetland vegetation (Hayashi et al., 1998a and Millar, 1971). Consequently,
water input in the form of rain and snowfall on these watershed s is mainIy lost through
evapotranspiration and hence, do not runoff into the rivers as would be conceptualized in
most traditional watershed models. Runoff captured into the storage of sloughs and
wetlands could be of hydrological advantage during flood occurrence as theyare crucial
in slowing down discharge into strearnan d rivers thereby helping to reduce flood peaks
(Pomeroy eta l.,20 05).

4.2 Study Area Descripti on
The total storage deficit indices were respectively computed for the Upper Assiniboine
and Saskatchewan River Basins both located on the drought-prone Canadian Prairie.Thi s
section is dedicated briefly to describing the hydrologic characteristics of the two
catchments. The Upper Assiniboine River Basin lies within 51.8° to 53.0° latitudinally
and from - 104.0° to _10 1.3° longitudinally and has an estimated catchment area of
approximately 13,000 km' for the basin delineation with the outlet at Karnsack in the
Saskatchewan Province (latitude 51°33'53" N and longitude 101°54'58" W). The
Porcupine hills located northwest of the Preceeville in Eastern Saskatchewanse rveas the
origin of the Assiniboine River whilst the Whitesand River northwest of Yorkton is its
major tributary (DFFC Report, 2000).

This basin is such that it is dominated by a number of lakes, notably the GoodSpi ritand
Fishing lakes with the southern flank of Yorkton characteri zed by a number of
interconnected as well as disconnected small lakes. As a whole, the Assiniboine River

Basin spans an are a of appro xima tely 2 1,000 km' and ove r three -quart er (79%) of this

gross area is situated in the Canadian Province of Sas katchewa n with the remainder
ex tending into the adjacent prov ince of Manitob a. As was stated earlier on in the

introduct ory part of this art icle, the dom ain of this current study bordersonthe upper
seg ment of the Assin ibo ine River Basin and not on the ent ire catchment that stretches

The Saskatc hew an River Basin (S RB) is located on the south of the Macken zie River
Basin and has been described as one of the most d iverse basins in NorthA merica(Sze to,
2007 ). The gross dra inagearea bor der ingthis river bas in with itsGra ndRapidsoutlet is
approx imate ly 406 ,000 km ' and spa ns throu gh three Ca nad ian Provin ces. This river is
found to be the fourt h largest in Canada and serves to dra in most of the Canadian
Provinces. Mo reov er, this basin has strong econom ic implicat ion s forCanad a,as

it is

one of the most import an t agric ultura l reg ions of the countr y.

Figure 4.1: Saskatchewan and Upper Assiniboine River Basins showing out lets of interest

4.3 Methods and Datasets
4.3.1 Tota l Mo isture Storage Estimation from GRA C E
As briefly stated in the introductory section. the terrestrial moisture storage dataset
utilized in the computation of the total storage deficit index (TSDI) for the recent drought
characterizatio n were retrieved from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE) remote sensing satellite system. This was the approach adopted by Yirdaw et
al. (2008) in the computation of the total storage defic it index (TSDI) over the larger
Saskatchewan River Basin on the Canadian Prairie. The raw gravity data from this
remote sensing satellite are transformed into time series of geopotential spherical
harmonicc oeflicients, which are generally referred to as level 2 dataset at the Center for
Space Research (CS R) located at the University of Texas . Other organizations and
research institutes involved in the generation of level 2 dataset from GRACE gravity
fields are the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) as well as the
Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR) in Germany. The GRACE satellite
systems essentially consists of two satellites which are spaced 220 km from each other
and serve to detect variations in the Earth's gravity field by monitori ng the changes in the
distance between the two satellites as they orbit the Earth. For diverse hydrological and
environmentala pplications, thesedataaret hereafterdistributedfreely up to l20 degrees
and orders to users globally.

The terrestrial moisture storage retrieved from this remote sensing system can be subdivided into compone nt surface and subsurface storages which includes; surface water
stored in rivers and reservoirs, soil moisture in the pores of the formation in the

unsaturated layer, groundwater, snow and ice as well as biomass. Essentially. the non-

hydrological gravitational co ntributions, such as those from the atmospheric andoceanic
contributions plus soli d earth tides, are removed in the level 2 products (Che n et al.,
2005) . Thus, the initia l step for studying the month ly variatio ns of tempo rary change in
the total water storag e entails extract ing monthly variations of these storag es from
hydrological reservoirs.

4.3.2 Si mulation of the Mass and Energy Fluxes in VIC Mode l
Themacro scaleVariab le Infiltr ation Capacity model have been reviewed extensivelyin a
number of studies suc h as in Wood et al. ( 1992) through Liang et al. (199 4) to Nijssene t
al. ( 1997) and Lohrnann etal. (1996). This model com putes the balances in the mass and
energy fluxeso ver ag rid cello r acatchrnentofvaryingspatial reso lutions from as fine as
a fraction of a de gree to coarser scales (Maureret aI., 2001). Give n the characteristic
gentle gradients over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin co upled with the large surface
storage due to the dom inance of wetlands and sloughs over this domain , it is anticipated
that the parti lion ingofthe moisture inputs in the form of precip itation into surface runoff
and soil moisture storage can be parameterized with the non-linear VIC's infiltration
shape paramet er.

This model was driven at a spa tial reso lution of 0.3 degree (-32 km) to close the energy
and wate r budge ts over the grid cells comprisi ng the curre nt study doma in. The unique
features of the VIC model lie in its representation of subgrid variab ility ins oili nfiltration
capaci ty, incorporation of mosa ic vegetation classes in any grid cell and precipitation
varyi ng spat ially within a grid cell (Maure retal., 2001) . For this study, the soil layer
depths were paramet erized as being 0.10 m, 0.35 m and 1.00 m respectively from the

surface to the deepest soil profile with gravity force serving as the driver of the drainage
between the different soil layers.

Moreover, the representation of the unsaturated hydraulic eonductivity is expressed as a
functionof the degreeofsaturation(C ampbell, 1974). The deepestsoi l layerservest he
function of generating the baseflow. which is tailored after the non-linear ARNO scheme
(Todini, 1996). Additionally, there is transpiration of moisture from all soil layers
depending on the fraction of roots depth prescribed in each layer (Wood et al., 1997).
Similarly, the VIC model makes provision for the upward transport of soil moisture on
theconditionthat thereis sufficient gradientresultingfrom surfacedrying.The overall
approach hereis that precipitationi nexe essof theavailable infiltration capacity within a
gridee ll or the catchment essentially results in the formation of the surface runoff.

4.3.2,1 Dataset for Num eric al Modeling
The meteorological forcin g fields used to drive the VIC model over the Upper
Assiniboine River Basin with its outlet at the Kamsack station (Figure 4.1) were retrieved
from the Environment Canada twenty-two observation stations located within this
catchment. This data source provided the daily precipitation. maximum and minimum
daily temperature fields required to run the land surface model in the water balance
mode. Addit ional data source used to retrieve some of the dataset required to drive the
model to close the energy balance was from the North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR) dataset with a spatial resolution of 32 km x 32 km grids and a temporal
resolution of three hours. The meteorological inputs from this source include downward

longwave and shortwave radiations, vapor pressure, air pressures as well as the
magnitude of the wind speed compon ents.

Since the VIC mode l follow s a grid-based modelin g approach, it is desirable to spatially
interpolate the station precipitati on, max imum and minimum temperature fields into a 32
km x 32 krn grids utilizing the Cressman Analysis Scheme (Cress man, 1959).

An

important consideratio n whe n mappin g the precipi tation field relates to theterrainetTecls
in defining the spatial distributi on o f precipi tation especi ally over mountainous regions. lt
is knO\'TIthat terrain etTecls dominate the spatial patterns or increases the variabilityin
the observed preci pitatio n. However, over the current study domain ,theetTectofterrain
on precipitation variability is not so pronounc ed as this catc hmen t isc haracteri zedby tlat
or gently sloping topograph y and the application of elevation corre ctionmaynotresultin
any significa nt ditTerence .

The digital eleva tion datase t obtained from the ShuttIe Radar Topog raphy Missio n
(SRT M) at a spatia l resolu tion of90 m was utilized in the delineation of the boun daries
of the basin. Addi tionally, it equa lly enab led thedeterrnin ation of the channe l networks
and the princip al tlowdirection with the resultant strearns draining a total catchmen t area
of 13000 kIn' . Moreove r, the land cove r types characteri zing the Upper Assiniboine
River Basin is as shO\'TI in Figure 4.2 and as seen, agricultural cultivationi s the mainstay
of the local economies in this region as indicated by the highest proporl ion of the land
surface occupied by the " cultivated land" class.

Figure 4.2: Land Cover types over the Upper Assinibo ine River Basin

For modeling purposes over the catchment, the soil parameters utilized was based on the
information obtained from the 5-minute Food and Agriculture Organization (FAa) global
soil map. Several soil parameter s are needed to build the soil database to drive the
Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model over a specific basin and some of these
parameter s are based on the work of Cosby et al. (1984). The maximum moisture storage
for each soil layer corresponds to the depth of that layermultipliedbytheporosityand
this enables the estimation of the field capacity and the wilting point. The land data
assimilation systems (LDAS) served as the repository from which the vegetation
parameter s such as the leaf-area index, albedo and the roughness Iength required to drive

4.4 Total Storage Deficit Index (TSDI ) Formulations
The formu lation of the Total Storage Deficit Index (TS DI; Yirdaw et al., 2008) bears
resemblance to an earlier index developed by Narasimhan and Srinivasan (2005)
generally referred to as the Soil Moisture Deficit Index (SMDI).

This index relies

essentially on the availability of meteorological and hydrological variables for drought
characterization and monitorin g and has potential application in thee stirnation of the total
storage deficit (TSD) over a basin. Although. the most recent Canadian Prairie drought
commenced in 1999 and terminated in 2004, the inter-comparison of the total storage
deficit indices from the macroscale scale hydrologic model, VIC and that estimated from
the remote sensing system. GRACE was particularly focused in the characterization of
thedcv astating Prairie drought within the window time frarnes panning from early 2002
to 2004. This is so because prior to March 2002, the GRACE remote sensing satellite
mission was not launched,con sequently, there is inexistence of the terrestria l moisture
storage data from this source to enable the computation of the totaI storage deficit index
(TSDI) over any basin globally.

This index is congruent in meaning to the more commonly used drought assessment tool
developed by Palmer (1965) generally known as the Palmer Drought Severity Index
(PDSl). In estimating this index over the Upper Assin iboine and Saskatchewan River
Basins on the Canadian Prairie. the respective computed monthly total water storage
anomalies from the two techniques were utilized in the estimation of the total storage
deficit (TSD). This is expressed mathematically as:

TSA ,., -MfSA ,
"100
Max TSA j - Min TS A j

Equalion 4.1

From Equation 4. 1, the TSD ' J represenls the total storage deficit expressed in percent,
TSA 'J is the monthly total storage anomaly retrieved from either the GRACE-based or
from the VIC model computed terrestrial moisture storage and given in ern, The MTSA "
MaxTSA , and Min TSA , represent respectively, the long-Ierm mean, maximum and

minimumtotal moisturestorage anomalies for the month which arealso given in em.

Using the Palmer (1965)approach, lhe computation ofthe TS DI can be achieved by
taking into considerat ionthepreviousdrought indexin conjunction with the current
month total storage deficit employing the expression given in Equation 4.2.
TSDI, = P " TSDI, _I + q"TSD,

Equation 4.2

From this latter expression, the parameters p and q can be determined from the
cumulative TSD plot in conjunction with the relationships given in Equation 4.3. With
these, the severity and duration of the recent Prairie drought from the standpoint ofthe
terrestrial moisture storage deficit can be conveniently determined by making an
incremenlalpl ot ofth eTSD.

p= l- m: b

q=~

Equation 4.3

m +b

CinEquation 4.3 symbolizes the TSDI values retrieved from the best-fit line (drought
monograph) for the period of dryness whereas m stands for the slope with b representing
Iheint ercept ofthecumulative TSDpl ot.

The plots of the cum ulative tota l storage deficit (TSD) in percent computed from the
terrestrial moisture storage retrieved from the GRACE -based technique over the
Saskatchewan River Basin and that computed from the hydrologic model, VIC are
illustrated in Figu res 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Given that the recent Canadian Prairies'
drought commenced in 1999, the approach adopted here was to focus on the computation
of the total moisture storage deficit from August 2000 for thes imulation undertake n with
the VIC model ove r the Upper Assiniboine River Basin to ensure that storage deficit s
over this basin due to the drou ght are well pronounc ed. Over the Saskatch ewan River
Basin, the est imation of the total storage deficit commen ced two year later (August,
2002) as the gravity meas ureme nts from the GRACE satellite mission were not availab le
prior to this time, hence , no retrieval of the terrestrial moisture storage from this source
was possible.

These Figures (4.3 and 4.4) de pict the tem poral patterns in the historica l dryness and
wetness resulting from the study catchments. In the case of the Saska tchewan River
Basin, the cumulative total storag e deficit revealed that the last Canadian Prairiedrought
terminate d aro und May 2004 as evid ent by the rising limb of the TSDcurve in Figure
4.4. Correspondingly, the cessation of the last drou ght ove r the smaller basin was equally
captured from the VIC model ' s comput ation of the total storage deficit around spring of
2004 (Figure 4.3).

This in effect corre sponds to the onset of the moisture stora ge

recovery from the devastating last Canadian Prairie s drought from the perspect ive of the
simulated terre stria l moisture storage over the basins.

Moreover, the C parameter desired in the computation of thep and q duration parameters
as given in Equation 4.3 above can be estimated from the line of best fit 0 f the drought
monograph. As given in Yirdaw et aJ. (2008) for the Saskatchewan River Basin, with the
C value of' -J , this yielded ac orresponding p and q values of 0.304 and O.070. From the
total storage deficit computed from the VIC model, the line of best-fit corresponds to a
value of -4 from the drought monograph and this in conjunction with Equation 4.3
resulted inp and q values of 0.147 and 0.089 respectively given that the estimated slope
(m)andintercept (b)ar e -38.341 and- 6.637 correspondingly.
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Figure 4.3: Cumulative Total Storage Deficit (TSD) over the UARB Domain Using the
VIC-based Total Water Storage
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative Total Storage Deficit (TSD) over the SRB Domain Using the
GRACE-based Total Water Storage

As would be anticipated, the severity ofa drought event may not remainuni formth rough
out the period of its occurrence as evapotranspiration and other hydrologic processes may
vary considerably both temporally and spatially over the catchment coupled with other
catchment dynamics. As depicted in Figure 4.3. there is a gradual increasei nt he severity
of the recent Prairie dro ught as evident by the stepwise increase in the value of the
drought monograp h ove r the months under consideration. This increased severity of the
drought from a terrestrial moisture storage perspective seemed to evolve and transit from
a mild drought at the onset of the drought outbreak in February 2001 andworsenedtoa
very severe drought by the month of February 2002.

This level of severity was

progressively sustained until the episode was terminated by the heavy spring precipitation

in conjunction with snowme lt in May 2004 over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin.
Moreover. this tempora l pattern of the drought severity was equally well captured from
the GRACE-computed total storage deficit over the larger Saskatchewan River Basin as
shown in Figure 4.4.

The computation of the monthly total storage deficit is undertaken by substituting the
valueso fpand q inE quation 4.2and thisyieidsEquation 4,4fort heU pperAss iniboine

TSD~

=0 . 147 -rSDl'_1 + 0 .089 -rSD,

Equation 4,4

Each of the terms in the above expression retains its definition as was stated in the
preceding equations. therefore. using this equation. the monthly TS Dl overthe basin is
generated and plotted as given in Figure 4.5. This plot shares strong similarity with the
monthly computed TSDI using the GRACE-retrieved terrestrial water storage over the
larger Saskatchewan River Basin as given in an earlier work by Yirdawe t al.(20 08).

Figure 4.5: Monthly Total Storage Deficit Index over the UARB Domain
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Figure 4.6: Month ly Total Storage Deficit Index (TSDI) over the SRB Domain (After
Yirdawetal.,2008)

As seen in Figure 4.5 for the individual monthly TSDI estimated from the VIC model
simulations, there is a perpetualion of the negative total storage deficit over the basin
from the first month of analysis (August, 2000) until about June 2004. A range of
maximum amplitudes in the computed total storage deficit indices characterize the period
commencing October 2001 up to July 2002 over the basin and this is indicative of the
months of maxim um severity of the last Canadian Prairies drought from the perspective
of the catchment total subsurface storage. Int he same vein, there was a perpetuation of
the negative monthly total storage deficit over the larger Saskatchewan River Basin as
estimated from the total water storage from the GRACE remote sensing satellite system
as depicted in Figure 4.6. For the Saskatchewan River Basin, the cessation of the drought

cpisodeas seen in this latter figureoccurrcd in June 2004 and high amplitudesof positive
monthly total storage indices followed this.

As with the pattern observed in the time series of monthly total storage deficit index for
the smaller Upper Assiniboine River Basin, spring 2004 precipitation 0 verthe Canadian
Prairies although intense, was insufficient to cause the underlying subsurface moisture
storage in this domain to complet ely recover from the devastatingdroughtevent.He nce,
the momentary moisture gains over the two basins could not sustain the positive total
water storage, thereby causing the basins to relapse into a state of negative total storage
deficit thereafter. As a result, these yielded negative total storage deficit indices as
computed from the total water storage dataset retrieved from the Variable Inliltration
Capacity model as well as from the GRACE remote sensing system over these basins.
The cumu lative tota l storage deficit index for the Upper Assiniboine River Basin is as
shown in Figure 4.7 and the associatcd best-fit line has a slope, which is approximately 4. This indicates that the last Canadian Prairies drought as characterized utilizing the VIC
model's simulations of the total moisture storage falls into the "very severe" category,
which as observed is one level of severity higher than the same drought characterization
undertaken over the larger Saskatchewan River Basin on the basis of the total water
storage retrieval from the GRACE approach. A quick question that demands an answer is
why did the two method s of characteri zing the drought over two adjacent basins on the
Canadian Prairies defined the severity of the last Prairie drought slightly difTerent? A
plausible response to this question is hinged on the spatial variability of precipitation over

the two basins as evident in the ditTerences in the average precipitation amounts over

these basins with the Saskatchewan River Basin benefiting more from moisture inputs
owing to theetTec tso f the presence of the Rocky Mountains in itsd ornain.
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Figure 4.7: Cumulative total storage deficit index (TSDIl for the UARB Basin

In light of the foregoing analysis and comparison between the computed total storage
deficit index and the strong similarities between the temporal patterns in the computed
total storage deficit over the two Prairie basins estimated from the two independent
approaches. the argument that there are strong deficie ncies in the simulated watershed
storage from hydrologic models as maybe opined initially may have to be re-assessed.
This is so given that the performance of the VIC model simulations over the Upper

Assiniboine River Basin wherein the retrieval of the terrestrial moisture storage from
GRACE resulted in poor signals.

Evidently, the GRACE gravity measuremen ts could not capture the drought signals over
this basin owing to the very coarse spatial resolution of this remote sensing system. On
the contrary,it could be advocated here that for catchments globally with small spatial
scales to enable the utilization of the terrestrial moisture storage retrieved from GRAC E,
terrestrial moisture storage estimated from the VIC or any other structurally sound
models could serve as usefu l alternatives. Moreover, in the computation of the total
storage deficit index over such catchments during anomalous climatic conditions that
propagates extreme dryness through the terrestrial hydrologic systems, simulations of the
total water storage from a physically based,spatiallydistributed model such astheV IC
model could be resourcefu l for the computation of the monthly totals torage deficit index
ifnoconstraint is placed on the availability of accurate meteoro logical forcing.

The computation of the total storage deficit index (TSDI) from the macroscale
hydrological model, VIC depends to a vcry large extent on its ability to accurately
simulate both the spatial and temporal patterns of the soil moisture store over the smaller
Upper Assiniboine River Basin. The time series plot of the simulated average monthly
soil moisture in the deepest moisture store from this land surface model is as illustrated in
Figure4 .8c with the time series plot of the monthly total waters torage depicted in Figure
4.8d. Additionally, the total monthly precipitation over the basin derived from the spatial
interpolation of the station precipitation dataset is shown in Figure4 .8a with the observcd

streamflow measurement by the Water Survey of Canada at lhe Kamsaek outlet
illustrated in Figure4 .8b.
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Figure 4.8: Monthly Time Series Plots of (a) Total Precipitation, (b) Measured
Streamflow, (e) Deepest Layer Soil Moisture and (d) Total Water Storage over UARB

As seen from these plots, the Variable Infiltration Capacity model performed well in its
ability to capture the onset and the cessation of the reeent Canadian Prairies drought. It is
worth mentioning here that snowmelt over the Prairie accounts for approximately 27% of
the total preeipitation input to these basins; with snow layer thickness reflecting high

variability but a maximum of ap proximately 2 17 cm have been recorded so far on the
Assiniboi ne River Basin. A closer look at the time series of Figures 4 .8 a-d revealed that,
although , there was a declin e in the subsurface soil moistu re store as well as in the
estimated total water storage over the entir e basin, there was no remarkab le deviation in
the total amount of precipitation input into the basin prior to the drought outbreak and
duri ng the drou ght episode. A plausibl e explanati on for this pattem mayb e attributed to
the intluenees of the milli ons of wellands that dominate this basin and serve as depression
storages and the high rate of evapotranspiration enhanc ed by wind effec ts durin g the
extended period of dryness that charac terized the drought.

Over the Cana dian Prairies. a numbe r of processes have been adduce d astheprincipal
causes of extreme weather which gives rise to the recurrcnt ex tended period of dryness.

Incidentally, the regional soil moisture over this domain is one of these mechanisms
being current ly investigated to ascertain its roles as a slow driver ofth e CanadianPrairies
dro ught. It has bee n observed in Wuet al. (2001) that the inherent memory in the pores
of the subsurface soil profile is co nsiderably longer than the integral timescales fort hato f
most atmos pheric processes .

Figure 4.9 is the plotsoftheautocorrclation function versus lag in the time series of the
ano malies in precipit ation as well as in the corresponding subs urface soil moisture stores
averaged ove r the Uppe r Assiniboine River Basin.
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Figure 4.9: Autoco rrelation Function Versus time Lag Plot for the UARB Domain

The value of this function at any specific time lag has been found to define the soil
moisture memory in the subsurface moisture store. This plot shows that the soil moisture
anomaly in the deepest layer has the longest persistence of all the hydroclimatic time
series under consideration. Expectedly, the soil moisture anoma ly in the deepest layer
exhibits higher autocorrelation over longer lag times than the precipitation and this
pattern agrees quite well with an earlier work by Lakshmi et al. (2004). The implications
of this memory during anomalous climate that give rise to recurrentdrought occurrences
over the Canadian Prairies may be of pertinence for forecasting soil moisture stateso ver
this region.

4.6 C o ncl us io ns
The fact that the spatial scale of the gravity measurements from the Gravity Recovery
And Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite remote system is so coarse to enable the
retrieval of the terrestrial moisture storage for the computation of the total storage defic it
index (TSDI) over small catchments means that other ways of computing the terrestrial
water storage over smaller catchments should be explored. Over the 13,000 km' Upper
Assiniboine River Basin on the Canadian Prairies, there exists only a singlegridcellof
the GRACE gravity measurements, which did not capture the pallerns of the last
Canadian Prairies drou ght. Consequently, the computation of the total storage deficit
index, which was formulated to characterize the Prairie-wide drought from the
perspective of the subsurface terrestrial moisture storage using the total water storage
from GRACE, becomes infeasible. The computation of the TSDI over the larger adjacent
Saskatchewan River Basin and subsequent characterization of the last Prairie droughth ad
been accomplished utilizing the terrestrial moisture storage from GRACE. This study
had utilized a physically based, spatially distrib uted hydrologic model in the estimation
of the total water storage over the smaller Upper Assiniboine River Basin which was then
utilized in the characterization of the drought via computing the TSDI.

The monthly as well as the cumulative TSDI values estimate d from VIC model
computation of the total water storage were inter-compared with the computed TSDI
values estimated from the terrestrial moisture storage obtained from the GRACE remote
sensing satellite gravity measurements. Over the larger Saskatchewan River Basin. the
GRACE-based computed TS DI led to the characterization of the last Prairie drought as

severe whilst the TSDI value from the hydrologic model, VIC yielded a TSDI cumulative
value that indicated that this drought fcll under the classification of "very severe"
drought. Since the estimated total water storage from the two different sources
characterized the recent Prairie drought as severe from the computation over the two
adj acent basins on the Prairie domain, this reflects the robustness of VIC model' s
parameterization in capturing the dynamics of the moisture storage patterns over the

In order to ascertain the inherent memory in the hydroclimatic time series over the
smaller Upper Assiniboine River Basin, the last segment of this article focused briefly on
assessing the memories in the anomalies of the soil moisture at different soil depths in
conjunction with the anomaly in the precipitation field over this basin.Afo llowup tot his
work maybe panned in the direction of understanding the implications of the inherent

memoryin the soil moisture of the deepest soil layer over this domain as a slow driver of
the incessant Canadian Prairies drought.

Chapter 5
Memory Estimation in the Simulated Moisture Storages
and

other

Hydroclimatological

Variables

Drought-Prone Canadian Prairies Catchment
Understanding the mem ory in land surface processes, such as that in the subsurface

moisturestoragehas greatimplication for seasonal weather prediction over a catchment.
The Cana dian Prairies is a region of intense and recurrent drough t outbre aks with myriad
negative impac ts on all sectors of the economy due to the associated high mitigation
cos ts. However, give n that there are no physical observations of soil moistur e at depths of
hydrological importan ce or meas urements of the total water storage, it is infeasi ble to
undertake studies on land-atmosphere interact ions. This chapter is focused on estimating
the memory in the simulated deep soil moisture and total water storag es over the 406,000

km' Saskatche wan River Basin (SRB) in the Canadian Prairies using a physically-based
land surface model. Using relevant statistica l technique s, it is possib le to quantify the
persistenc y in the anomalie s of the meteor ological variables, modeled moisture storage
comp onents as well as the memory in the computed terrestria l storage deficit indices
(TSDls ) estima ted from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE)
remote sensing satellite system and the Varia ble Infiltration Capaci ty (V IC) model.
Finally, given the similarity in the simulated deep moisture storage ano maly and the
model-based TSDI, it can be inferred that the forrnercould serve as an indica tor of
drought over the large Prairie sub-catchment.

The Canadian Prairies that stretches across three provinces (Manitoba. Saskatchewan and
Alberta) isa region of frequent devastating drought occurrences. Given that the impacts
of these recurrent dro ught outbreaks are far-reaching. dro ught mitiga tion cost in these
provinces has remained the highest in comparison with any other natura l disaster over
this region. Understanding the processes. which lead to drought initiation. evolution,
continuation and cessation over the Canadian Prairies require an understanding of the
intricate relationship that exists between the atmospheric and land surface processes over
this domain. In accordance with Agboma et al. (2009). the regional subsurface soil
moisture over this domain is one of the hydrologic variables being currently investigated
to ascertain its role as a slow driver of the Canadian Prairies drought. As noted in
Mahanama etal. (2003),ananomalous atrnospheric cond itionmanifesting ilself in the
form of heavy rainfall or extremely dry spell (drought) could propagate an anomaly into
the subsurface moisture store which may not dissipate until weeks or months later. Owing
to this decreased rate of dissipation. the soil therefore develops the abi1ity to recollect the
wet or dry spell that generated the anomaly long after the atmosphere had exitedfrom an
anomalous conditi on. Moreover. a higher evaporation rate could be produced by a wet
soil condition that was induced by heavy rainstorm event and this can subsequently
induce additional precipitation events through local recycling and modifications in the
large-scale circulation. which would ultimately help to sustain the original soil moisture
anomaly (Koster and Suarez. 200 1).

Soil moisture anomalies can persist for months, and although a paucity of observations
prevents an unambiguous demonstration of soil moisture impacts 0 n precipitation. These
impacts are often seen in atmospheric general circulation model (AGC M) studies. As
revealed in some AGCM studies, oceanic impacts on precipitation are small relative to
soil moisture impacts during summer in continental mid-latitudes (Koster et al., 2004).
The identification of regions on the Earth' s surface where soil moistureanomalies have
substantial impacts on precipitation could portend important implications for the design
of seasonal prediction systems. Additionally, this can ber esourcefulfor the development
of ground-based and satellite-based strategies for monitoring soil moisture if such
impacts were found to be local.

From the generated ensembles of boreal summers (June to August) simulations resulting
from all the models participating in the Global Land-Atmosphere Coupling Experiment
(GLACE), the estimated land-atmospherecou pling strength haverevealed several distinct
hotspots. These hotspots have been spotted in the Central Great Plains of North America,
the Sahel, and Equatorial Africa. These hotspots of regions around the globe where
precipitation variance is solely explained by variations in soil moistureo

Over a particular basin, the inherent memory in the soil could prove useful especially for
long-term weather predict ion. This is so because atmospheric variables do possess very
short memory span and therefore, seasonal prediction of meteorological conditions
cannot solely rely on the initialization and modeling of the atmosphere. In accordance
with Koster and Suarez (200 1),seaso nal forecasting must rather rely on the response of

the atmosphere 10 the components of the land surface such as the soiI moisture whose
anomalies dissipate over much longer timescales and that can be predicted months in

advance. Hence. the pertinence of soil moisture memory in gaining a better insight into
the land surface-atmos phere interactions over a domain such as the Canadian Prairies
cannot be over-emphasized given that it can be used in the seasonal forecasting of the
different atmospheric fields (precipitation, temperature, net radiation). However, the
quantification of the inherent memory in the soil moisture store over the Canadian
Prairies sub-catchments is highly constrained by the absenceof observed soil moisture
measurements. In light of this, the main objective of this study is to apply statistical

techniques in the estimation of the inherentmemoryin the simulated soil moisturestore
froma physica llybased,spatially-distributedhydrologicmodeldriven with observationbased forcing over a large catchment. It is anticipated that with the usc of statistical
techniques such as the estimation of anomaly persistence, autocorrelation function and
wavelet analysis,ilmightbepossibleto extract some causalrelationsbetweenthel and
surface processes over the basin (soil moisture and total water storage) and the
meteorological varia bles such as, precipitation and net radiation. An additional goal of
this study is to estimate the persistence in the simulated total water storage as well as
those in the atmospheric fields of precipitation, radiation and evapotranspiration to
ascertain what level of relationship exists between these variables over the study area.
Furthermore, this study attempts to evaluate and compare the memory in the computed
monthly terrestrial storage deficit index (TSDl; Yirdaw et al., 2008) from a hydrological
model and that estimated from the terrestrial moisture storage retrieved from the Gravity
Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE; Tapley et al., 2004) satellite remote
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sensing system. The interest here is

10

evaluate which of these differently computed

indices is a better descrip tor of the extreme weather condition over the Canadian Prairies.

In order to reproduce ar ealistic monthly time series of soil moisture dataset for use inth e
computat ion of the autocorrelation coefficients, this study employs the Variable
Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model (Liang et aI., 1994; Nijss en et aI., 1997; Lohmann et
aI., 1998) which was driven over the 406,000 km' Saskatchewan River Basin (SRB)
which stretches across the three Canadian Prairies provinces utilizing observed
meteorological data. Thi s model was driven at a daily lime stcp to close the water budget
over this largec alchment using meteorological forcing retrieved fromthe Meteorological
Services of Canada (MSC) databas e whilst the North American Land Data Assimilation
System (NLDAS) served as the repository from which the soil and vegetation parameters
were obtained. The simulation period spans from January 1995 to December 2005 but
emphasis is placed on analyzing the temporal patterns of the simulated soil moisture and
the total water storage during the period of the recent devastating Canadian Prairies
drought, which commenced in 1999 and continued until its cessation in 2004. It is
hypothesized in this study that given the myriad constraints posed due to unavailability of
measured soil moisture data over the drought-prone Canadian Prairies sub-catchments
such as, in the Saskatchewan River Basin, it is possible to overcome this challenge by
relying on the simulated output of the soil water content from a structurally-sound and
physically-based hydrological model such as, the Variable Intiltration Capacity (VIC)

5.2 St udy Area Descrip tion
The Saskatchewan River Basin (SRB) is located on the south of the Mackenzie River
Basin and has been described as one of the most diverse basins in North America (Szeto.
2007). The gross drainage area bordering this river basin with its Grand Rapidsoutletis
approximately 406,000 km' and spans through three Canadian Provinces. This river is the
fourth largest in Canada and its tributaries drain most of the Canadian Provinces. The
elevation band ranges approx imately from 2 14 to 3200 m with the portion of the basin in
the province of Alberta exhibit ing higher topographic relief and decrease s progressively
as the outlet of the basin in Grand Rapids Manitoba is approached. The basinhas strong
economic implications for Canada, as it is one of the most important agricultural regions
of the country.

Topographically, the basin's terraini sc haracterizedbyagentletomoderately undulating
surface with the northeast flank exhibiting a steeper relief. The ground surface is
intersected by glacial spillways and meltwater channels and is underlain by glacial
deposit consisting mostly of clay-rich glacial tills. Approximate ly 300 m of cretaceous
shale associated with the Riding Mountain Formation underlie the glacial deposit, The
glacial tills and the shale have very low permeab ility, and thus regionaIgroundwaterllow
is likely minimal. The principal source of surface water runofTforthe Saskatchewan
River Basin is the winter snowfall and accounts for approximately one-third of the total
precipitation falling over this basin .

Figure 5. 1: Saskatchewan River Basin showing the locations of the deep observation

5.3.1 Hydrol ogic- a nd GRACE - base d Computation of the Total

Moistur e Storage
Similar to the modelin g approach employed in the simulation of the total water storage
change over the smaller and adjacent Upper Assiniboine River Basin (UARB) as
discussed in Agboma et al. (2009). the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model was
driven at a daily time step wi th a grid resolution of 0. 125 x 0. 125 degree in the
computati on of the mass balance components over the 406.000 kIn' Saskatchewan River
Basin. This model estimates the total water storage as the integral sum of the soil
moisture storage, sno w storage. canopy storage as well as surface water storages.

The soil layer depths were parameterized as 10 ern, 30 cm and 100 ern respectively from
the surface to the deepe st soil profile with gravity force and suction serving as the driver
of the drainage between the diffe rent soil layers. The soil water contents of the upper two
layers generally determine the amounts of evaporation and infiltration 0 ver the basin.
Furthermore, the representation of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is expressed as
a functiono f the degreeofsa turation(Cam pbell, 1974). The deepest soiI Iayer serves lhe
function of generating the basetlow, which is tailored aller the non-linear ARNO scheme
(Todini. 1996). Also, there is transpirationo f moisturefrom alls oi1 layers dependingo n
the fraction of roots dep ths prescribed in each layer (Wood et al., 1997). Simi larly, the
VIC model makes provision for the upward transport of soil moisture on the condition
that there is sufficient gradient resulting from surface drying. The overall approach here

ist hatprecipitatio ni nexcessoftheavailableinfiltrationcapacity withi n a grid cell or the
catchment essentially result s in the formation of the surface runoff.

The Meteorological Services of Cana da (MSC) database served as the repositoryfor the
retrieval of the dai ly precipita tion as well as the mini mum and maximum temperature
daily fields whil st the vertical and the horizontal compo nents of the wind speed was
obtained from the North American Regional Reanalysis dataset with a spat ialresolution
of3 2x 32 kmand regridd ed to the resolut ion of the VIC model run ove r the basin .

Employing the Cressman ana lysis techniqu e (Cress man, 1959), 270 stations' dataset
co mprising I I years of observed precipitation, minimum and maximum temperature
records com mencing from 1995 to 2005 were spatially interpo lated into a network of
grids ove r the basin to provide the meteorological forcing for the model run. In
developing the input parameters for the VIC routing model, which handies the horizontal
transport of tluxes ove r the catchmen t, the 90 m resolutio n Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) elevation data was utilized. Similarly, the so il and vegetat ion
parameters were retrieved from the North American Land Data Assimi lation System
(NLDAS) domain at the same spatial resolution as that of the VIC run ove r the

In order to determine the water content (w) stored on the surface andwithinthe soi lat
daily and monthlytime steps,theexpressionin Equation 5.lis adopted.

~;-ET(s,t)+P(t)-Q(S,t)

Equation 5.1

Where the evapotran sp iration rate ET(s ,t) , a function of storage and time , is simulated
from the model according to the specified internal evapora tion schemeutilizing observed
precipitatio n and othe r surface atmospheri c variables such as air tempera ture, radiation
and wind speed which is defined at z-m above the ground surfac e. Addit ionall y,the
measured precipitation rate, P(t) as well as the simulated stream flow, Q( s,t ) are utilized
in conj unction with the eva poration rate in estima ting the total moisture storagechange
over the basin. The computed monthly total water storage anomaly , which was averaged
over the catchme nt, follow s the expr ession given in Equations 5.2:

Equa tion 5.2
where W ",olt ,hly represen ts the mon thly values of the com puted change in water con tent

(w) and

IV • ••

,hI,

is the mean of the time series o f the monthl y time series of the change

A detailed discussion on the computat ion of the total water storage from the Gravity
Recovery And Climate Experimen t (GRAC E) remote sens ing system has been
undertakeninearlierworksbythe authors asinYirdawetal. (2008) .
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5.3.2 Terrestrial Storag e Deficit Index, Autoco rrelation and Wavelet
Analysis
The terrestrial storage defi cit index (TS Dl) utilizes both hydrological and meteorological
data int hec haracteri zat ion of adroughtepisodeoverabasin .ltessenlia lly relies on the
com puted monthl y total water storage anom alies as comp uted from a hydrological model ,
such as those from the VIC model and the GRACE-ba sed terrestrial moisture storage.
The relevant mathematical relati onship s used in the estimation of the monthlyterrestrial
storage deficit index over the Saskatc hewan River Basin have been ex plained in ear lier
works by Yirdaw et al. (2008) and Agbom a et al. (2009) . Sub sequently, these computed
monthlyTS Dl values were then evaluated using statistical tools as brietlydiscussed in
the following section.

In this study, the estimation of the autocorreJalion functions (Bras and Rodriguez, 1984;
Awumah et al., 1990 ; Hipe l and McLeod, 1994) was employed in the eva luation of the
persistence and the temporal variabilities in the simulated and measure d hydroclimatic

time series over the basin. These techniques were also employed to assess potential
causa l relationsh ip that may exists between the hydrologic vari ables simulated by the
VIC model as well as the corr espondin g total storage deficit indices estim ated from the
remo te sensing source, GRA C E as well as that computed from the hydrologic model
output ove r this large catchment.

In accordance with Delworth and Manabe (1988), if the time series of hydroclimatic
variables resembles a red noiset hat can be represented by the firsto rder Markov Process,
therefore, the autocorrelation value can be calculated using the followingexpre ssion:
r( I) =ex p (;)

Equation 5.3

where rrepresentsthedecaytimescale andr isth e autocorrelationthatwillre achtheefolding time when t=r . The autocorrelation function analysis is a well-established
technique in time series analysis with positive autocorrelation being a specific form of
persistence wherein a system ex hibits a tendency to remain in the same state during

successive observations. Over the Saskatchewan River Basin, the approach adopted was
to employ the lag one-month autocorrelation to estimate r.Moreover, the autocorrelation
value provides a single parameter measure of the memory or persistence of the
hydroclimatologicalvariableandcan alsobeused as ame asure ofthepredictability( Wei
eta l.,2005).

In order to decompose the generated time series over this large basin into time and
frequency space to enable the detection and isolation of pattems acrosstc mporal scalesi n
the hydroclimatic time series, a continuous wavelet transform (Torrence and Compo,
1998; Lakshmi et al. 2004) using the Morlet wavelet was employed. This transform
allows the detectio n of the location-depe ndent, amplitude and phase for the different
frequencies exhibited in the spatial series being analyzed. Generally, the continuous
wavelet transform serves as an alternative approach to the short time Fourier transfonn in
overcoming the proble ms of resolution associated with the later by transforming the
simulated time series data from the model into varying frequencies with different

resolutions. Essentially, this approach enables the analysis of the dominant features in the
spatial series locally with a detailed match to the associated scale such that broad features
are resolved at large scales whilst fine features are captured and resolved at smaller scales
(Si,2 007). This characteristic ofthe wavelettransform is especiallyusefulfor assessing
spatial variations that are non-stationary and possess transient components as well as
features at various scales that have singularities.

5.4 Result s a nd discussion
Water level records from deep observation wells located over the Saskatchewan River
Basin

were

obtained

directly

from

the

Saskatchewan

Watershed

Authority

[http://www .swa.ca/Wat erManagementlGroundwater.asp] and were utilized to assess the
simulated total moisture storage from the VIC hydrologic model as illustrated in Figure
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Figure 5.2: Sim ulated storages from the V IC hydro logic mode l and storage estimate from
deep we ll measureme nts over the Saskatchewan River Basin .

As d iscu ssed in the metho dolog y sectio n. the VIC model runs span from Janu ar y 1995 to
December 2005 at daily time steps; howev er, the plotted storages were averaged ov er the

large catchm ent and agg rega ted to monthl y time ste ps. Agg rega ting the simulated
storag es to mon thl y time scal e was nece ssar y in order to bett er reveaI the tem po ral feature
of the rceent Canad ian Pra iries dro ught. The data series plotted in Figure 5.2 labc led

"Total_Storagc_Model" repr esent s the integral su m of the soil mo isture storage in the
upper, intermed iate and deep moi sture stores in co njunctio n with the modele d snow wa ter

equi valent (S WE) and the can opy storage . Moreover , the da ta serie s plo tted in Figure 5.2

and labeled "Total _Water_Storage" is the resulting computed total water storage obtained
using Equations 5. 1 and 5.2 above. Plotting these two monthly time series is important to
ensure that there are no wide disparity between the modeled storage and the estimates
made directly from the water budget equation.

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the recent Canadian Prairies drought was captured by the
hydrologic model VIC as evident in the gradual decrease in the deep moisture storage as
well as in the computed total moisture storage from 1999 to about the end of 2003.
Although, there appeared to be a brief recovery in the subsurface moisture storagefrom
mid-2003 but this was not sustained and the moisture depletion continued until the
eventual slow recovery in 2004. The drought episode was truncated by the heavy
precipitation events, which occurred in the later part of 2004 over the basin. A similar
trend can be seen in the tempo ral pattern of the storage measurements for the deep wells
in the basin. The pronounced moisture storage recovery noted in the time series of the
deep and total modeled storage is not as pronounced in the deep observation well
measurements possibly due to the slow response of these deep well to short precipitation

Over the II years of moisture storage simulation with the VIC hydrologic model, the
maximum monthly total water storage is approx imately 60 em of equiva lent water
thickness whilst the maximum monthly storage averaged over the four deep wells is
approximately 100 em. In the same vein, the maximum moisture storage in the deep layer
from the hydrologic model yielded about 40 em of water thickness over the period of

The plot of the monthly total storage deficit index (TSDI) compute d fromth e hydrologic
model, VIC and the GRAC E gravity measurements are illustrated in Figure 5.3.
Although, the last Canadian Prairies drought commenced in 1999, the GRACE-based
TS DI as revealed in the plot of Figure 5.3 commenced in August 2002 sinee prior to this
time, the terrestrial moisture storage from the GRACE mission was not available. As
evident in this plot, there is a good level of agreement between the total storage deficil
indices computed from the VIC model with that computed from the remote sensing
source, GRACE. Again, as depicted in this figure, there isa progressive gradual deerease
in the monthly TS DI values from the hydrologic model from 1999 until it went
completely negative in 2001 through to mid-2004. As captured by the land surface
model, the range of max imum negative TSDI values lies between July 2001 and July
2002, which agrees with the most intense period of drought as witnessedinthe Canadian

Prairie provinces.
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Figure 5.3: Monthl y Tota l Storage Deficit Index (TSDI) computed from the VIC
hydrologic model and the GRAC E-based terre strial moisture storag e.

Furtherm ore, the GRACE -computed terrestrial moisture storage revea led strong positive
TSDlva lues in the early part of the recoveryt rom the devas tating drought episode , which
transited into negative values before shifting to positive values aga in in the subsequent
mon ths. However, the hydrologic model com putation of the TS DI revealeda progress ive
increase in the TSD I va lues correspondi ng to the pattern of precipitation events, which
led to the cessation of the recen t Prairie-wide dro ught.

Furthermore, the autocorrelation functions for the anomalies in the meteorologic

variables of precipitation, net radiation and that of evapotranspiration over the
Saskatchewan River Basin are investigated and illustrated as shown in Figure 5.4a.

Correspondingly, the computed autocorrelation functions for the anomalies in the basin
storage components comprising those of the deep layer moisture storage,t het otalwa ter
storage and observation well storage are plotted in Figure 5.4b. Also, a plot of the
computed autocorrelation function in the monthly terrestrial storage deficit estimated
from the hydrologic model and the GRACE gravity measurements are shown in Figure
5.4c. From an assessment of the plots in Figure5.4a, the autocorrelation functions in
these meteorologic fields disappear j ust after a few weeks (approximately 3 months)
supporting earlier conclusions that the memory or persistence in the anomaly of
atmospheric variables, such as that in the precipitation field is shcrt-lived.

;0.
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Figure 5.4: Computed autocorrelation functions versus monthly lagged times for
anomalies in (a) precipitation. net radiation and evapotranspiration (b) simulated deep
layer moisture storage, simu lated moisture storage and well observat ion storage and (c)
autocorrelation functions in the VIC-computed and GRACE-based TSDI.

However. during the recent dro ught period over this large catchment (1999-2004). the
anomalies in the storage components as plotted in Figure 5.4bex hibit Ionger pcrsistency,
which signify longer memory as compared to the anomalies in the meteorologic fields.
The anomalies in the observation well storage reveals the largest autocorrelalio n over
monthly lagged time relative to those from the correspo nding simulated deep layer
moisture storage as well as the total water storage over the catchmc nt. Tn Figure Si-lc. jhe
VIC-computed autoco rrelation resulted in longer persistence than that computed from the
GRACE-based technique. As depicted in Figures 5.4b and 5.4c. it is apparent that there
is a coincidence in the persistence in the model-estimated TSDI with that computed for
the deep layer soil moisture. Since the TSDI has been used and can be used in drought
characterization over a catchment, it can be inferred on the basis of the estimatedmemory
that the anomalies in the simulated deep layer soil moisture from the VIC model can
equally serve as apredictor of CanadianPrairies droughl. This condu sion is congruent
with an earlier study of droughts and floods over the Upper Mississippi River Basin
conducted by Lakshmi et al. (2004).

Figure 5.5 comprises multiple plots of the continuous wavelet lransform for the
anomalies in the meteorologic variables (precipitation, net radiation. evapolranspiration)

as well as those in the storage component s (simulated deep soil moisture, total water
storage and observa tion well storage) in conj unction with the wavelet power spectral
generated for the terrestrial storage deficit index computed respectivel y from the
hydrologic model, VIC as well as that based on the remote sensing source, GRACE. The
continuous wavelet transform was computed for the hydroclimatic time series from
January 1999 to December 2005 to cover the period of the last Canadian Prairiesd rought,
however, the wavelet power spectrum computed for the GRACE -based TSDI
commenced from August 2002 to December 2005 for the same reason stated earlier on
with respect to the unavailability of GRACE gravity measuremen ts earlier than August

Figure 5.5: Continuous wavelet transforms in the anomalies of (a) precipitation (b) net
radiation (c) evapotran spirat ion (d) simulated deep soil moisture storage (e) total water
storage an (f) deep well storage and the continuous wavelet transforms for the (g) modelbasedTSDIand (h) GRACE-b ased TSDI

The vertical axes in these spectral plots are the Fourier periods, which are in monthly
units whilst the horizontal axes represent the temporal length in monthly steps for the
different hydroclim atic variables. Additionally, the cone ofintluence in the individual
wavelet power spectrum represents the lower bound of the demarcation implyin g that any
informationbel owthisd emarcatinglin em ay be of spurious nature owingtoed gee ffects
as well as associated problem of short data record length. As seen in the wavelet power
spectral plots for the meteorological variables, it is apparent that the l2-m onthperiod
which represents the annual cycle in these variables are consistently dominanta ll through
the temporal scale investigated over the large Saskatchewan River Basin .

However, the wavelet power spectral plots generated from the continuous wavelet
transform for the simulated deep soil and total water storage (as shown in Figures5 .5d
and 5.5e) over the catchment yielded a dominant feature which is much higher than that
revealed in the meteorological variables. This dominant feature, which is its lowfrequencynature, exceedsthe l6-month period as evident in the wavelet power spectral
plots of the simulateddeep soilmoisture andtotal water storages over the basin. This is
also visible in the continuous wavelet transform spectrum in the model-computed
terrestrial storage deficit index and to some extent in the wavelet spectrum in the

GRACE-based lerrestrial storage deficit index. The implication of the similarity between
the generated wavelet power spectrum of the VIC-simulated deep soil moisture anomaly
and the wavelet power spectral for the terrestrial storage deficit indices from the
hydrologic model and the remote sensing source over the this large catchment further
strengthens the earlier argument that the VIC-simulated deep soil moisture anomaly can
be used as an indicator of extreme dryness over this large catchme nt. Onthecontrary, no
visible dominant feature exists in the wavelet power spectrum for the deep well storage

computed TSDI from the GRACE remote sensing satellite system and that from the
hydrologic model, there is a likelihood of an over-prediction of the memory from the well
storage and therefore may not be useful as an indicator of the recurrent drought over the

5.5 Conclusions
Information on soil moisture and total moisture storages over a catchment is of

importance in any land surface-a tmosphere interaction studies. However, over the
drought-prone Canadian Prairies sub-eatchments, there are no soil moisture and total
water storage measurem ents thereby placing constraints on studies that focus on the
intricate inter-relationships between the land surface variables and atmosp heric processes.
Furthermore, given that the inherent memory in the subsurface moisture store is
especially useful for long-term weather prediction as well as for seasonalfo recastingof
different meteorological fields, this study has therefore focused on the estimation of the
memory in a number of different hydroclimatological fields over the 406,000 km'

Saskatchewan River Basin in the Canadian Prairies. Since subsurface moisture storage
information are lacking, the study employed the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)
model in reproducing the deep soil moisture as well as the total water storage over the
basin whieh were then analyzed using statistical tools such as lagged one-month
autocorrelation and co ntinuous wavelet transform to assess the persistency in these

Over the large SRB, the max imum monthly total water storage is approximately 60 em of
equivalent water thickne ss whilst the corresponding maximum monthly storage averaged
over the four deep wells loeated on the basin yielded about 100 em ofwater thickness.
Similarly, approximately 40 em of equivalent water thickness was estimated for the
simulated moisture storage in the deep store from the hydrologic model. Moreover, the
persistence observed in the meteorologic variables over the basin dissipated rapidly in
less than a three-month time lag. However, the memory in the modeled storage
components dissipated over much longer timescale, therefore, implying that they could

be more useful for seaso nal weather prediction purposes.

Given the level of agreement in the estimated memory for the hydrologic model-based
terrestrial storage deficit index and the persistence estimated for the simulated deep
moisture storage anomaly over this basin, it was inferred that the latter could be used asa
descriptor of the Canadian Prairies drought. Additionally, this study has revcaled on the
basis of the generated continuou s wavelet transform, that the dominant feature in the
modeled storage components is essentially their low-frequency nature which is very

simila r to the dom inant feature visible in the spectral plots for the computed TSDl from
the hydro logic model as well as that from the GRA CE remote sensing satellite system.

Chapter 6
Conclu sions and Recommend ations

The central goal of this thesis has been to understand and capture the reievant hydrologic
processes over drought-prone, wetland-dominated Canadian Prairies sub-catchments. Of
noteworthy is theelfort of the scientists at the National Water Researc h lnstitute (NWRI)
located at Saskatoon in modeling streamflow and snow redistribution processes in a

number of Prairie sub-basins, which unfortunately did not yield much success. Given
that the cost of drought mitigation over the Canadian Prairies is very expensive and since
future drought occurrences are expected to alfect this region in various negative ways,i t
becomes imperative to understand the pertinent processes in the land surface system that
could influence the atmospheric processes over this large domain. This thesis has focused
on deploying the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model ove r two CanadianP rairies
sub-catchments in order to capture the temporal and spatial dynarnics in the patterns of
the seasonaJ and inter-annual soil moisture storage as well as changes inthe total water
storage anomaly averaged over the basins fora period of I I years commencing 1994.
Moreover, the conclusions reached based on the three dilferent case studiesundertaken in
the course of this thesis are summarily discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.

As revealed in the first case study, the Variable Infiltration Capacity model was driven
over 13,000 km' Upper Assiniboine River Basin in the Canadian Prairies tosolvefo r the
mass and energy budgets with the objective of reproducing the unique patterns in the

spatial and temporal distribution of the soil moisture at depths exceeding I mover this
basin. Since there are no measured soil moisture dataset at this depth to validate how well
the model performed in capturing the relevant soil hydrologic processes over this basin, it
was necessary to validate the model' s other simulated outputs employing observed
measurements (streamflow, snow depths) as well as estimates of the total moisture
storage from satellite measurements and geological weighing Iysimeters . After careful
assessment of the simulated outputs from the Variable Infiltration Capacity model, which
were found to be of acceptable quality, this first case study subsequently focused on
assessing the spatial distribution of the subsurface soil moisture over the large catchment
before, during and after the recent Prairie-wide devastating drought.

Furthermore, the temporal paltemdepicted in the generated plots as simulated by the
hydrologic model is consistent with the observed cycle of the last drought outbreak over
the Canadian Prairies. Expectedly, the subsurface soil water content spatial distribution
over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin simulated from the land surface model during
the drought years is far lesser than the corresponding simulated soil moisture pre- and
post-I astdrougbt outbreak overthe Prairie. Overall, the northeastern flank of this large
catchment revealed a higher degree of soil wetness when compared to other parts of the
basin for the temporal domain considered in this case study.

The issue associated with the coarse resolution of the Gravity Recovery And Climate
Experiment (GRACE) satellite remote system to enable the retrieval of the terrestrial
moisture storage for the computation of the total storage deficit index (TSDI) over small-

and medium-scale catchments was brought into focus in the secondc ase study addressed
in this thesis. The terrestrial water storage data retrieved from the GRACE measurements
over the Upper Assiniboine River Basin did not reveal the expected drought signature
during the temporal frame analyzed (Jan.1994- Dec. 2005). Hence, the computation of
the total storage deficit index, which was formulated to characterize the recent Prairiewide drought from the perspective of the subsurface terrestrial moisture storage utilizing
the total water storage from GRACE, becomes infeasible. Given that the computation of
the Tsm over the larger adjacent Saskatchewan River Basin and subsequent
characterization of the last Prairie drought had been accomplished utiIizing the terrestrial
moisture storage from GRACE. In the second case study, the land surface model, VIC
was driven over this catchment using observation-based forcing in theestimat ion of the
total water storage, which was then utilized in the characterization of the 1999-2004
Canadian Prairie drought by computing the TS DI.

The monthly as well as the cumulative Ts m values based on the VIC model computation
of the total water storage were subsequently compared with the computed TSm values
estimated from the terrestrial moisture storage obtained from the GRACE remote sensing
satellite gravity measurements. Over the larger Saskatchewan River Basin, the GRACEbasedTS m resulted in the characterization of the last Prairie-widedrought as severe
whereas the Tsm value estimated from the hydrologic model, VIC resulted in the
classification of the same drought as very severe. Since the estimated totalwa tcr storage
fromthetwodifTerentsources characterizedtherecentPrairiedrought as severe sequel to
the computation of the corresponding Ts m values over the two adjacent basins, this

reflects the robustn ess of the VIC model 's parame terizatio n in cap turing the dynamics of
the subsurface mo isture storage patterns ove r the Canadian Pra iries.

In the last case study undenake n, the determination of the inhe rent memory in the
subsurface moisture storage simulated from the hydrol ogic model in conjun ction with
those from other hydroclirnatological variab les over the 406 ,000 km' Saskatc hewan
River Basin in the Can adian Prair ies was accomplished. Thi s inher ent memory in the
subsurface moisture sto re is especia lly usefu l for long-term wcatherprediction as we ll as
for seasona l forecas ting of different meteoro logical fields. Since subsurface mois ture
storag e information are lackin g at dep th of hydrological interest ove r this regio n, the
study employed the hydr ologic mod el, VIC in reproducing the dee p soil moisture as well
as the total water storag e ove r this large basin whic h were then ana lyzed utilizing
statistical techniq ues such as lagged one -mon th autocorrelation and continuouswavelet
transform to assess the persistency in these variables.

Over the large SRB , the max imum monthly total water storage is approx imately 60 em of
equivalent water thickness whils t the corresponding maximum month ly storage averaged
over the four deep wells located on the basin yielde d about 100 em of water thickness.
Similarly, approximately 40 em of equivalent water thickness was est imated for the
simulated moisture storage in the deep store from the hydrologic model. Also, the
persistence observe d in the meteorologic variables over the basin dissipat ed rapidly in
less than a three- mon th time lag. However, the memory in the mode led storage
compon ents dissipated over much longer timescale, therefo re, implying that they could

be more usefu l for seasonal weather prediction purposes.

Given the leve l of ag reement in the estimated memory for the hydro logic model-based
terrestrial stora ge deficit index and the persistence estimated for the simulated dcep
moisture stora geanomalyoverthisbasin ,itcouldbe inferredthatthe lallercould be used
as a descriptor of the Canadian Prairies droug ht. Finally this case study has revealed on
the basis of the genera ted co ntinu ous wavelet transform, that the domi nantfe ature inthe
modeled storage components is essentially their low-frequen cy natu re which is very
similar to the domin ant featu re visib le in the spectral plots fort hecomputedTS Dlfrom
the hydrologic mode l as we ll as that from the GRAC E remote sensing satellite system.

In order to clear ly acco unt for the total surface area occupied bywetlands, sloughs and
pothole s over Canadian Prairies sub-basin, airborne photography that produces highresolution images may offer some solutions . The ma in chall enge for future watershed
modeling would then be how to incorporate these areas captured in airbomephotography
into physical parameters

that can be calibrated within the land surface scheme.

Additionally, it mig ht be helpful to rely on higher resolution digital elevation dataset in
the generation of the input data necessary for drivin g the routing model within the
Variable Infiltrati on Ca pacity model so as to better produce a more repre sentative river

Given that the Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS) is quite popular amongst some
Canadian researchers and hydrologists for modeling cold region hydrologie processes, it
will be quite useful to assess the performance of CLASS in simulating the spatial and
temporal distribution of soil moisture at difTerent depths over the Canadian Prairies. The
output from these simulations can then be compared with that resulting from the Variable
Infiltration Capacity model to ascertain where there are potential similarities and
discrepancies.
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